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PR E F_C E

This document is one of a series of manuals for ALPHA,

a management information system (MIS) developed at Martin
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. Designed as a reference tool,

the manual provides a brief overview of this general-purpose

MIS followed by a complete description of its commands and

options. To the extent possible when describingthe MIS, the

manual presents each of these in the order someone would

likely use them to produce a report.

To ensure that all users have immediate access to ALPHA

reference documentation, the manual is stored online as a

flat (ASCII) file; users can simply output it to their own

printer. We feel that the advantages of such accessibility

outweigh the typographic limitations imposed by the ASCII
format.
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AB BTR_CT

ALPHA is a powerful and versatile management
information system (MIS) initiated and sponsored and by the
Finance and Business Management Division of Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, who maintain and develop it in concert
with the Business Systems Division for its Information
Center. A general-purpose MIS, ALPHA allows users to access
System 1022 and System 1032 databases to obtain and manage
information. From a personal computer or a data terminal,
Energy Systems employees can use ALPHA to control their own .
report processing. Using four general commands (Database,
Select, Sort, and Report), they can (I) choose a mainframe
database, (2) define subsets within it, (3) sequentially
order a subset bv one or more variables, and (4) generate a
report with their own or a canned format.
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1. I NTRODUCT I ON

1.1 P R O G R _ M O V E R V I E W

ALPHA is a general-purpose management information
system (MIS) available free of charge to Martin Marietta
Energy Systems, Inc., employees as part of the Business
Systems Information Center. With ALPHA, users can access
Information Center financial and business databases, as well
as other System 1022 and System 1032 databases. ALPHA serves
as an interface to these databases so that users do not have

to spend weeks learning the difficult System 1022 or System
1032 database management system, which is more of a
programming language than a nontechnical application. Once a
database has been opened, three ALPHA commands allow users
to control their own report processing (Table i). They can
define subsets within a database, sequentially order a
subset by one or more variables, and generate a report.
Users can create their own report formats: define column
headings, identify attributes (or variables) for each
column, perform calculations, and establish conditions for
printing subtotals and totals° With the addition of certain
data tables and report-generator command files, the

O interface's capabilities can be extended to includeproducing preformatted reports, checking range of input, and
extracting data from multiple databases.

TABLE 1. Basic Tasks in Information Management

Step in information management _LPH_ command

i. Define a subset of a database Select

2. Arrange data in sequential order Sort

3. View the results of data selection Report
and order

4. Process certain data in a special way* Report
o [Create]

5. Correcting, adding to, or deleting **
from a database

Iii ! li

*Partial solution.

**Task handled by ALPHAMA, a software maintenance

O program available through the Information Center.1



To use this MIS, you need the proper hardware and
authorizations. The character-based interface to ALPHA,
described in this manual, can be operated from a PC or a
data terminal. (ALPHA is also available through a
menu-driven interface for PC XT/AT-compatible DOS machines;
for a free copy of this interface write to Information
Center, Jackson Plaza, MS-7610.) To run ALPHA you must have
an account on a VAX (System 61) and GUIDE access (obtained
by e-mail from KSVSUPPORT) or an account on the PDP-10
(System 30) computer and access to the financial data. Once
you have these two authorizations, you are ready to use
ALPHA.

1.2 D O C U M E N T A T X o N A N D F O R M A T

This reference manual is one of a suite of aids

designed to provide a broad spectrum of program
documentation to ALPHA users, from an extensive
context-sensitive and global Help system to a disk tutorial
(see, for example, Refs. 1-5). To be accessible to as many
users as possible, Information Center manuals are stored as
ASCII text files on the mainframe computer (e.g., this
manual is stored as U0:[RDH.MANUALS]TM8621.DOC). From there
users can print or download their own copy.

As an online file in ASCII text, this manual relies on
basic character distinctions (e.g., uppercase vs lowercase)
to represent typographic conventions (e.g., boldface) that
might otherwise be used with a formatted hardcopy document.

As a reference tool, the manual is based less on the
"how to" frame of a training tool and more on the
accessibility of individual parts of the program that you
may wish to investigate. After a brief description in
Chap. 2 of how to enter and exit ALPHA and how to input
data, Chaps. 3 and 4 describe the ALPHA commands and options
accessible from anywhere in the program or from a specific
prompt; Chapter 5 describes two special commands. To the
extent possible when describing a full-featured MIS, the
manual presents each of these in the order someone would
likely use them to produce a report. Appendixes A through D
provide an example session, glossary, list of documentation
and program abbreviations, and index respectively.

Although this manual focuses on System 1032 databases
accessed from VAX (System 61) computer, it includes any
commands or test databases that are unique to System 1022
databases accessed from the PDP-10 (System 30) computer.



2. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

2.1 E N T E R I _ G A N D E X I T I N G

To run ALPHA you must be logged on to System 61 on the
VAX computer or on System 30 on the PDP-10 computer. Once
you are logged on, you can access ALPHA either directly or,
on the VAX computer, through the GUIDE menu system. To go
immediately to ALPHA from the VAX ($) system prompt, type
ALPHA and press <Enter>; from the PDP-10 (.) system prompt,
type DO ALPHA and press <Enter>. For GUIDE access, type
GUIDE instead and follow the instructions on your screen.

Anytime you wish to exit from ALPHA (regardless of where you
are in the program), type QUIT and press <Enter>.

2.2 INPUTTING COMMANDS AND DATA

2.2.1 Types of Responses

The first type of input you can enter is nothing at
a11. That is, if you press <Enter> without typing in a

O response to a prompt, ALPHA will usually take some action.Most prompts that ask a question do have a default answer
(Table 2). If you know what the default is, you may wish to
save keystrokes and accept the default.

TABLE 2. ALPHA Input Defaults

Requested input Default

Yes or no questions No

Select command functions

Relational operator Equals (= or EQ)
Logical operator AND

Report command functions

Create option Detail (DE): !ine-by-llne
printout showing values
for each specified
attribute

Label suboption Short (SH): Abbreviations
for column heads

3



As a general rule, however, you should probably type in
your response rather than assume that you know what the
default is. ALPHA allows user commands or responses to be

input in upper- or lowercase; however, ALPHA converts all
input except that for longtext attributes (i.e., with field
lengths greater than 15 characters) to uppercase unless
enclosed within double quotation marks. It accepts text
strings with imbedded blanks, but they must be enclosed in
double quotation marks (e.g., "J LOVIN"). (NOTE: When you
enter the value of a text attribute, enclose it within
double quotation marks, too, if you think ALPHA will
misinterpret the value as an attribute; likewise use this
punctuation around alphanumeric data values.)

Input may be spelled out or abbreviated_ One-word
commands are usually represented by the first two characters
of the spelled-out form (e.g., the abbreviation for "Report"
is "RE"; the abbreviation for "Select" is "SE"). If
identical character strings are valid responses (e.g., if
"SE" is an attribute and a command), ensure clarity by using
double quotation marks for values or a dollar sign for
options (Table 3). In the absence of such indicators, ALPHA
assumesthe first valid type of input according to the order
(I) attribute, (2) option, and (3) value.

m

TABLE 3. Codes Identifying Abbreviated Input

Code Example Fun=tion
mmm

input Attribute

$ $input Command or option

" " "input" Value
g

[NOTE: ALPHA also accepts "wildcard characters" as special
input of the Select command (see Sect. 4.2.1.7).]

2.2.2 Methods of Responding

You can input ALPHA commands and data one piece at a
time or several at once. That is, you can let ALPHA prompt
you for "what comes next," or if you know what comes next,
you can "string" together a series of successive commands
and data -- use a space between each item (command,
attribute, operator, etc.). Complete your input by pressing
<Enter>.
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2.2.2.1 Prompt by Prompt

ALPHA prompts for successive input. The prompt is
usually a short phrase or word to remind the user of what
input is needed. That is, when you enter a command, the next
ALPHA prompt reflects that input. For example, if you type
SELECT, the next prompt will be <Select>.

A basic example of prompted input for the Select and
Sort commands, then, might be:

<Command> SELECT<Enter>
<Select> DI = XI9 AND ACS = 0602<Enter>
<Select> EN<Enter>
<Command> SORT<Enter>
<Sort>

[Primary] DI AC EN<Enter>

2.2.2.2 Stringed Input

ALPHA, however, also allows the user to both pose and
answer questions. It can accept and process several
question-and-answer entries at one time. You can enter a
series ("string") of questions (commands and/or options) and
responses. The only restriction is that you must indicate
the end point of each question and answer with the End
command and terminate the entire string by pressing the
<Enter> key. To achieve the same results as those for the
example above, then, you could enter at the <Command>
prompt:

SELECT DI = Xi9 AND ACS = 0602 END SORT DI AC EN<Enter>

This method can save a little time -- you ca_ do a lot
at once. However, it can be dangerous. You could possibly
enter an incorrect series (an error) that would be
acceptable to ALPHA but that would fail to produce the
result you wanted.
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3. GENERAL COMMAND OPTIONS

General command options are those that can be requested
at any prompt. They provide aid to the user by defining
terms, commands, and attributes or by transferring control
to another part of the program. The two types of commands
that users most need to be available at any prompt are those

that provide immediate online assistance and those that
allow termination or exit. Thus the general options in ALPHA
are the three Help features -- (i) question mark (?), double
question mark (??), and Help (with either one or two
arguments after the Help command) -- and the three
completion or termination options --(I)End, (2), Halt, and
(3) Quit.

3.1 A L P H A A S S I IS T A N C E

Anytime you are unsure what to do next, you can utilize
the ALPHA online Help system. Type in the command to access
the level of assistance appropriate to your needs (Table 4).
[NOTE: Further assistance is available through the three
options of the Documentation command (Sect. 4.7) : Canned
Report (CR) , Dictionary (DI) , and Manual (MA). ]

TABLE 4. Commands To Access online Help
m_m_mmm_m

Input Help provided by ALPHA

? Low-level Help message relevant to
the current prompt: usual coded
prompt is replaced by the word or a
list of available options

?? More detailed Help message relevant
to the current prompt, and codes are
defined

HELP Arg Most complete Help: a lengthy
or definition of an item ("argument")

HELP Argl Arg2 specified by the user (the argument
can be a command, option, operator,
attribute, or relevant key word)
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O
3_1.1 Context-Sensitive Help

ALPHA is ready to assist you where you are in the
program with context-sensitive Help• If you are at the
<Documentation> prompt, for example, ALPHA can provide you
with a list of the options acceptable as input• To request
this context-sensitive assistance, type either one or two
question marks and press <Enter>•

A single qn/estion mark (?) is an input character to
access ALPHA Help files• If you enter the question mark at a
command/option prompt, ALPHA will display the acceptable
responses for the command/option. The displayed data are
usually short and may be coded (for options), because this
Help feature is intended for users who just want to jog
their memory; information is more a reminder than a full
explanation.

For example, if you are at the <Database> prompt and
wonder what to do next, type a question mark. ALPHA will
provide a list of databases (those in the Information Center
Index) that would be acceptable responses tothe <Database>
prompt. The list includes code names only (the acceptable
input), no explanation of what each of the databases is or
what data it includes.

Entering two question marks (??) causes
more-descriptive responses than those elicited by the single
question mark, and codes are defined. Instead of a
memory-jogging list or possible responses, ALPHA will
display a full explanation of each. For example, if you type
two question marks (??) at the <Database> prompt, ALPHA will
display not only a list of codes for the Information Center
databases but also a short description of each.

<Database> ??<Enter>
ACMSTR ...4-Plant Account Master

WOMSTR ...Work Order Master - short version (daily)

3.1.2 @ e n • r a 1 H • 1 p

The Help (HE) command provides the most complete
information• You can request Help on the program or the
current database at any time during a run; using Help does
not affect your ALPHA location or execution. Simply type

HELP followed by the item [i.e., the argument (Arg)] about O
which you want information; if the item is in the Help



documentation, ALPHA will display the pe cinent data to your
screen. You can input your request at a,:i prompt in either
of two forms:

i. HELP Arg<Enter>
2. HELP Argl Arg2<Enter>

3.1.2.1 HELP l%rg

When you use the first form, HELP Arg<Enter>, ALPHA
searches its Help files for any key words whose initial
characters match the input character string ("Arg"). As
described in Table 5, valid input is of two types: (i) items
related to ALPHA in general (e.g., commands, options,
operators, and Information Center databases) and (2) items
related to the current database in particular. (NOTE: For a
list of the key words, type HELP and either one or two
question marks.)

nm

TABLE 5. Help: "HELP Arg" option

Input Help displayed by _LPH_

............... ALPHA Program Help ....

HELP ? List of all program key words
HELP ?? in the Help file

HELP Arg Facts on the specified argument
(e.g., a command) in ALPHA !

HELP HELP Entire ALPHA program (vs
database-specific) Help file

HELP Sys Outline of commands for the current
system/program (e.g, HELP ALPHA<Enter>
requests documentation on ALPHA)

.... Database Help - --

HELP ATTR List of short names for all attributes
in the current database

HELP ATT?? List of short and long names for all
attributes in the current database

HELP Att Facts on any user-specified attribute
(Att) in the current database
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For example, an argument could be two-character string
composed of the letters "D" and '°I":

<Select> HE DI<Enter>

In response, ALPHA would display a description of any
matches for these two characters in the initial position:

Disk Report option, DIF File option, DIVNA database, and DI
(Division Code) attribute.

3.1.2.2 HELP ;n_'gl 3zg2

The two-argument form restricts ALPHA Help messages to
information about Arg2 associated with the type of
information specified in Argl (see Table 6). The possible
types for Argl include attributes (AT), databases (DB), and
commands/options (CO).

T_BLE 6. Help: "HELP _rgl _rg2" Option
mmmmmmmmmmm mm mmmm, mmmmmmmmm

xLrg_ _g2
(type) (subject) Help data displayed

AT Attribute name Facts about the
specified attribute

DB Database code Facts about the
specified database

CO Command or Description of the
option command or option .

mmmmmmmmm, mmmmm mmm_mmmmmmmm

Thus ii you know that your interest in "all" is only as
a command, you can type HELP CO ALL<Enter>, and ALPHA will
describe the three command options with the name "all." If

you type HELP DB DIVNA<Enter>, ALPHA will provide the file
specification and description of the DIVNA database. If you
enter HELP AT DI<Enter>, ALPHA will provide the data in
Exhibit i:
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mm ml _m_i I_nlmmm_mm_m_mml

EXHIBIT I. Documentation for "HELP AT Arg2":
"HELP AT DI II

** Help **
Name: DI Unabbreviated name: DIVISION NUMBER

In data set: UI:[JKL.GENERAL]DIVNA.DMS
Attribute number: 3 Data type: Text
Status: Keyed
Length: 3 characters Special attribut_ type: NO
Protection: Read only Password protected: NO
Format:

Mapping code: 0
ADP source of data: Plant Accounting
Data entry controller: Owner of Database
Definition: The division code (number) designating an
organization unit.
Reference file:

3.2 COMPLETION OR TERMINATION

End, Halt, and Quit are similar options. Each in som e
way involves ending a command sequence. As general conu_an d
options, they can be used any place in ALPHA, at virtuai_y _
any prompt.

3.2.1E n • ( E N )

The End (EN) option allows your pending request to be
completed and control returned to the preceding command. If
you enter END at the <Select> prompt, ALPHA will return you
to the "higher" <Command> prompt. If you enter END at the
<Command> prompt, ALPHA will take you out of the program and
back to the system level.

NOTE: End is also used to indicate the completion of
= data entry (see Sect. 4.5.3.1.5, for example, on End with

the Equation suboption). It is also an option of the Batch
command (Sect. 4.8.5).

3.2.2 H a 1 t ( H A )

The Halt (_A) option cancels any pending request and
returns you to the preceding command.
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3.2.3 Q u i t ( Q U )

QUIT (QU) cancels any pending request and returns you
to the monitor. Quit ends the program normally, deletes all

saved sets, and properly disposes of all user-generated and

system-generated files.



4. HIERARCHICAL COMMANDS
AND OPTIONSi

The ALPHA command structure is hierarchical. That is,

components are arranged according to a predetermined
priority, with some components subordinate to others. In
ALPHA, commands (e.g., Report) are the highest levels.
Options (e.g., Create), which allow you some control over
hew the functions are performed, and suboptions (e.g.,
Equation) are at the lower levels. Users first execute one
of the eight main commands, then its option, and then
sequential suboptions.

ALPHA assists you to "keep track" of your level in the
hierarchical tree by using distinct prompts for the various
command/option levels. As evidenced in Table 7, an ALPHA
prompt lets you know if it is command, major option, or
suboption by its surrounding or terminating punctuation.

mm

TABLE 7. Hierarchy of ALPHA Prompts

Enclosing/terminating Hierarchical

O punctuation command/option level
< > Command (e.g., <Select>

and <Report>)
J

[ ] Major options (e.g.,
[Create] and [File])

: or > Suboptions (e.g., Copy:
and Field.:)

For example, when you first access ALPHA, the program
itself issues the Database command; and the <Database>

command prompt appears, letting you know that the first
thing to do is to identify the database you wish to
manipulate. As shown below, ALPHA then prompts for each
successive command.

<Database> DIVNA<Enter>
<Command> REPORT<Enter>

Output Device: CRT<Enter>
<Report> CANNED<Enter>
[Canned]
Code: STAND<Enter>

13
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The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a summary
of the ALPHA commands and their suboptions. They are
arranged approximately in the order they appear in the
program (see Fig. I). An actual session might be somewhat
different because ALPHA is flexible; and not every session
has to include every command, nor in the same order•

• • • • qo • • 6 • • • • • • • •

• COMMAND PROMPT •

• • • • • • • [ • • • • • • • •

I
I

] I J I I I J I
DataBase Select Sort Join Report Batch Document Stats

Fig. I. Primary (main) commands in the ALPHA
management information system command tree.

4.1 D A T A B A S E ( D B )

The first command to issue for any session is Database
(DB) ; it allows you to access the data of interest to you.
Because identifying the database of interest must be the
first step in any session, ALPHA actually issues the first
Database command for you. Thus as mentioned earlier, the
<Database> prompt is the first prompt a user sees after
accessing ALPHA. There you should identify the database file
you wish to open (with ALPHA you can utilize any database
created with the System 1032 or System 1022 database
management system for which you have user authorization)•
You can do so in two ways: (i) by providing the complete
file "specification" (full filename including directory
path) or (2) by entering only the short filename (filecode)
if the database is on the Information Center Index or an

Index in your computer area (Fig. 2).

• • • • • • • • • •

• D A T A B A S E .
• • • • • • • • • •

I
I
I
I
I
I

1 1
Specification Index filecode

Fig. 2. Partial command tree: Database (DB)
command.
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On the VAX computer the form for a full specification
(50 or fewer characters)is:

i

<Database> DEV:[UID,DIRECTORY]FILENAME.EXT<Enter>

where

DEV = Device (usually the disk structure,
e.g., DSKB: or U7;)

UID User ID (three-character user
identification)

DIRECTORY = Location of the database, that is,
the subfile directory containing the
file (e.g., user area)

FILENAME = Name of the database
EXT = Filename extension (usually DMS)

For the PDP-10 computer, use the project-programmer number
(PPN) instead of the user identification (UID) string. On
the PDP-10, the filename may include up to six characters,
the first of which must be a letter. On either the VAX or

the PDP-10 computer, you may omit the filename extension if
it is .DMS; otherwise, include it.

If the database is on the Information Center Index

(INDEX.DMS file) or an INDEX.DMS file in your area, you can
enter its Index short name, or "filecode" (pointing to its
full path and filename):

<Database> FILECODE<Enter>

If you do not know a database filecode, type one or two
question marks (? or ??) at the <Database> prompt; ALPHA
will list all of the filecodes on the Index. As an example,
to access the BUYER.DMS database, you could type either its
full path (i) or filecode (2):

i. <Database> UI:[GUIDE AREA.GENERAL]BUYER.DMS<Enter>

2. <Database> BUYER<Enter>

When you type a filecode and not the filename and full
path, ALPHAMA assumes that the code is listed in an
INDEX.DMS file in your own area (directory) and looks for it
there. If ALPHAMA does not find an INDEX.DMS or a filecode

that matches the input, it searches next in the Information
Center INDEX.DMS. If it finds the code, it reads the file
specification described there and opens the database. If the
preceding fails, ALPHAMA checks your current directory for a
filename and extension (e.g., MYDATA.DMS).
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Later in your ALPHA session you may wish to open
another database; if you do, type DATABASE (at the <Command>
prompt) to close all previeusly stored record sets, and wait
for the <Database> prompt. Then repeat the steps described
above to open the new database• [NOTE: If you do not wish to
close the current database but, rather, to open another
database and join it to the current database, you must use
the Join (JO) command described in Sect• 4.4.]

4.2 S E L E C T ( S E )

Select (SE), one of the most powerful commands in
ALPHA, performs four important functions• The first and most
important is to allow you to choose from the database only
the records (database subset) of interest to you -- those
that meet your conditions (Cond, Fig. 3). That is, you can
define the "working" subset used by most Select options and
by all other commands.

• • • • • • • • •

• SELECT .
• • • • • • • •

J I I J J l I I J J
Cond FIx ALI CLear SAve REplace COmbine, LAst, TYpe, VAlue

i
AL1

Fig. 3. Partial command tree: Select (SE) command,
including user-specified selection conditions (tend) and
valid command options.

To help you obtain this subset as easily as possible,
the Select command provides options that perform three other
functions• (I) The options Last, Type, and Value allow you
to spot check selection results to ensure that the subset
does contain only the records of interest• (2) All, Clear,
and Fix allow you to directly set the contents of the
subsets to contain all records in the database or a known

subset• (3) Save, Combine, and Replace allow you to save a
subset and reuse it later as a replacement or to logically
alter the current subset• Items 2 and 3 are very useful in
recovering from an input error or unexpected results•
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4.2.1 Subset Definition

In general, databases contain more data than a typical
user needs or wants to see. Select allows you to specify
those records of interest, the working subset (WS), by
defining common characteristics of the records, called
conditions.

4.2.1.1 Subset Selection

You can input your conditions, your criteria for
selection, in either of two forms:

i. <Select> Condl LO Cond2<Enter>
2. <Select> (Attl RO Value/Att2) LO Cond2<Enter>

where

Condl = Complete condition = Attl RO Value/Att2
LO = Logical operator combining two

conditions (see Sect. 4.2.1.3)
Cond2 =Complete condition
Attl = Attribute from record to test

RO = Relational operator (see Sect. 4.2.1.2)
or the type of test

Value/Att2 = What Attl can be tested against:
either specified value (Value)
or another attribute (Att2)

ALPHA searches each record being tested and evaluates it to
see if it meets the condition(s). If it does -- that is, the
result is "true" -- the record becomes part of the records
of the subset of interest.

For example, a typical set of conditions is "all the
records for division X37 with a cost greater than $I,000."
In terms of the form described above, the conditions are:

Attl = DI (division)
RO = EQ (=): equal to
Value = X37 (value for attribute DI)
LO = AND (apply Cond2 only to records

defined by Condl)
Att2 = COST

RO = GT (>): greater than
Value = I000 (value for attribute COST)

Therefore, entered at the <Select> prompt, the following
input would create the proper subset of interest:

<Select> DI EQ X37 AND COST GT 1000<Enter>
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Other issues relative to accurate selection include the

record pool accessed by the selection criteria
(Sect. 4.2.1.4) and the sequence (Sect. 4.2.1.5) and/or
grouping of _he criteria (Sect. 4.2.1.6), as well as the
logical operators (Sect. 4.2.1.3) used to join conditions.

4.2.1.2 Relational Operators

The condition has three parts: (i) attribute,
(2) relational operator, and (3) value or other attribute.
The relational operator specifies h_w the attribute is
related to the value (or attribute) to test against. Valid
relational operators are listed in Table 8.

m

TABLE 8. Relational Operators
m

Operator Function

= or EQ Equal to

\= or NE Not equal to

> or GT Greater than

=> or >= or GE Greater than or equal to

< or LT Less than

=< or <= or LE Less than or equal to

BEG Begins with

NBEG Does not begin with

BET Between

NBET Not between

CT Contains

NCT Does not contain

MAT Value (text) matches a template

NMAT Value does not match a template
_mu

Q
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Relational operators BEG through NMAT are valid only for
text attributes. Either the symbol or abbreviation may be
used for the relational operator.

4.2.1.3 Logiual Operators

Your records of interest -- WS -- may require several
conditions to describe accurately. The logical operator (LO)
defines the relationship between conditions used to define
WS. ALPHA supports four: AND (defaUlt), OR, XOR, and EQV.
These operators affirm the logical relationship between
conditions (here exemplified in Table 9 by Condl and Cond2)
that ALPHA is using to evaluate a set of records. Either the
condition is true (it meets the conditions), or it is false
(it does not meet the conditions). Those records that are
true for the combined conditions are included in WS.

_m

TABLE 9. Logical Operators

Operator Relation of Condl to Cond2
i m mu

AND Both conditions must be true

OR Either or both are true

XOR One is true, but not both

EQV Both are true, or both are false
mm m mu

4.2.1.4 Records To Test (Subsets) for the Select
Command -- Selection Group

As mentioned in Sect. 4.2, more than one type of subset
can be the source for records searched by the ALPHA Select
command (and options). When you specify your selection
criteria, ALPHA may search WS or SG. Just which one it
searches depends on the logical operator you use to define
the relationship between the conditions.

4.2.1.4.1 Working subset

WS is the group of records that at each point meet your
selection criteria; it is the group of records that all
other commands act on. Initially WS is composed of all

O records in the database that at the <Database>you access

prompt. Its records can be changed only when you use the

_
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Select command. When you do, ALPHA uses WS to test the first
condition (Condl: understood to be combined with a logical
AND) and any other conditions that are joined with the
logical operator AND.

4.2.1.4.2 Selection group

With more than one condition, truth of the selection
criteria depends not only on the truth of each condition and
the logical operator that joins the conditions, but also on
which records are tested. Because these records have a
direct influence on the records of interest, the user needs
direct control of these records.

ALPHA uses another type of subset, called the selection
group (SG), to evaluate multiple conditions joined by
logical operators other than AND (see Table 10). SG is
initially a subset composed of all records in the database
you specify at the <Database> prompt. But unlike WS, which
changes with the testing of each condition, SG remains fixed
unless you use the Fix command (Sect. 4.2.3.3) to change its
contents (Table 10).

TABLE I0. Subsets: Source Records for Select (SE)
_Dmmm wm

l

Name Contents (records)
mm _m _mm_mm

Working subset Created by ALPHA when it opens a
(WS) database, WS is initially composed

of all records in that database;
because its purpose is to represent
records that meet the user's
selection conditions, WS changes
with each user defined condition or

most SE options

Selection group Created by ALPHA when it opens a
(SG) database, SG is initially composed

of all records in that database;
because its purpose is to represent
the full ("whole") record pool,
SG does not change unless you use
the Fix option to fill it with the
records of WS
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4.2.1.4.3 Records to test as determined
by the logical operator

In short, the logical operator determines whether the
records to test are from WS or from SG. For example, if you
want ALPHA to identify records meeting either of two
conditions, type:

<Select> Condl OR Cond2<Enter>

In response, ALPHA will search WS to see if its records
meet Condl. When that search and evaluation are complete,

you have a new WS based on that condition. Inasmuch as you
want records meeting either Condl or Cond2, ALPHA must
search SG for records meeting Cond2 (Table Ii). Records
meeting Cond2 are added to WS.

m

TABLE II. Logical Operators and Searched Subsets

Operator Condition Subset searched
tamm

AND Condl Working subset
Cond2 Working subset

OR Condl Working subset
Cond2 Selection group

XOR Condl Working subset
Cond2 Selection group

EQV Condl Working subset
Cond2 Selection group

4.2.1.5 Sequence of Selection criteria

ALPHA processes input on a "first come, first served"
basis. No matter which input format you choose, ALPHA

processes what it sees first (prompted input: top to bottom;
stringed input: left to right). Thus (1) if an option alters
WS, subsequent options use the altered WS; and (2) at any
point in the command sequence, the set of records and the
sorted order are dependent on preceding commands within the
sequence. ALPHA continually updates your WS of records
according to the successive criteria. Though this processing
pattern may seem obvious and logical, it bears a moment of
thought. Table 12 shows various possibilities that result
from the same three conditions specified in difference

sequences.
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TABLE 12. Working Subset Records Resulting from the
Same Conditions in Different Order

Selection criteria Resulting records
(conditionsz Condx) in the working subset*

Condl AND Cond2 OR Cond3 Condl Cond2+Cond3
Records that satisfy
Cond3[SG] plus any
that satisfy both
Condl[WS] and Cond2[WS]

Cond3 OR Condl AND Cond2 (Cond3+Condl) Cond2
Records that satisfy
Cond2[WS] and also
satisfy either Cond3[WS]
OR Condl[SG]

Cond2 OR Cond3 AND Condl (Cond2+Cond3)_Condl
Records that satisfy
Condl[WS] that also
satisfy Cond2[WS] or
Cond3[SS]

*WS=working subset; SG=selection group; additive
plus sign (+Cond) indicates that ALPHA adds all records
from SG that satisfy criteria; linking underscore
(Condl Cond2) indicates that ALPHA includes only those
records in WS that meet both linked conditions;

brackets ([ ]) indicate the subset of records to search
or test against.

4.2.1.6 Grouping Selection Criteria with Parentheses

ALPHA allows you to "group" conditions with the use of
one layer of parentheses (embedded parentheses are not
allowed). When you input parentheses before and after the
conditions, you can consider the conditions a unit.

For example, both of the following input strings
specify the same records:

<Select> Condl AND (Cond2 OR Cond3)<Enter>

<Select> (Cond2 OR Cond3) AND Condl<Enter>

In both instances, ALPHA selects records satisfying Condl
that also satisfy the criteria grouped with the parentheses
(Cond2 or Cond3).
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4.2.1.6.1 How ALP_ processes conditions grouped
within parentheses

As soon as ALPHA encounters an open parenthesis, the
first sequence change occurs: The current WS is temporarily
saved. Its records are logically combined with the
conditions within the parentheses as each new condition
becomes known. When ALPHA reaches the closing parenthesis,
the new WS becomes active, and temporary WSs are thrown

away. (NOTE: Nonetheless, at any stage after the open
parenthesis, ALPHA can process "incomplete" selection
criteria and display to your WS record count as each
condition is entered -- even without knowing where the

closing parenthesis is.)

For example, assume the selection criteria entered at
= the <Select> prompt intend for ALPHA to use Cond3 or Cond4

records that also satisfy both Condl and Cond2. These
criteria can be written as

<Select> Condl AND Cond2 AND (Cond3 OR Cond4)<Enter>

ALPHA evaluates and combines the results of Condl and Cond2,
and forms a new WS. Next ALPHA "sees" the open parentheses,
so it saves the current WS (containing Condl AND Cond2) as a

temporary WS (WSt). Within the parentheses group, ALPHA
evaluates Cond3 and logically combines the results (using
AND) with WSt; these records become the new WS. Next ALPHA
evaluates Cond4, combines the results (using AND outside the
parentheses) with WSt, and temporarily saves these records
as another temporary WS (WSt'). ALPHA logically combines
these two subsets (WS and WSt') with OR (i.e., the records
are "added") to produce a new current WS. Last, ALPHA
encounters the ending parenthesis and deletes all temporary
sets.

4.2.1.6.2 How to achieve grouping without parentheses

Parentheses control the group of records evaluated

using the logical operator. Once you see how ALPHA processes
selection criteria, you may wish to use either the Fix
option (Sect. 4.2.3.3) of the Select command or the Save,
Replace, and Combine options (Sects. 4.2.3.4, 4.2.3.5, and
4.2.3.6) of Select instead of using parentheses. ALPHA
provides many different ways to define your subset of
interest.
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4.2.1.7 Bpecial Input Characters

To make input for your record selection as efficient
and flexible as possible, ALPHA accepts special characters.
It allows "wild" characters in your selection string, and it
allows some special grouping of attributes.

4.2.1.7.1 Wild characters -- MATCH/NMATCH

When your selection criteria have relational operators
MATCH and NMATCH (Table 8), you can make use of wild
characters. These special characters, which represent text
character (s) other than themselves (Table 13) , are the
ampersand (&) ; asterisk (*) ; and signs for the dollar ($),
pound (#), and "at" (@). Such wild characters allow
considerable flexibility in defining data groups of
interest. When one or more characters being tested have more
than one acceptable value, these wild characters can save
you input keystrokes.

mmmm m m

TABLE 13. Wild Characters with MATCH or NMATCH

Wild

character Type of text character represented

% Any single character or space

* Any number of characters or spaces
(including none)

& Any single alphanumeric character

# Any single numeric character

$ Any single alphabetic character

@ Any number of tabs or spaces
(including none)

Dm

For example, suppose your database has an account
attribute (AC) with eight digits: The first four must begin
with 4346, and the sixth must be a zero (i.e.,
AC = 4346n0nn). If the other numbers (n: 5, 7, and 8) may be
any single-digit number, you could use the wild card pound
sign (#) to indicate that any single digit will meet your
selection criteria for them: AC = 4346#0##. Use of MATCH or
NMAT requires that selection criteria be text
(Sect. 4.2.1.2); and here the AC attribute is text, so their
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use is valid. Thus you can use the wild characters described
in Table 13 to easily test for a range of acceptable values.

Wild characters are also useful wh,_n the selection
criteria involve an attribute whose vacates of interest are
associated with only a few characters within that value. In
this case, certain character locations can have any
character in that location. You can use this option, for

example, with the following form:

<Select> Att RO CharxChar...y<Enter>

where

Att = Specified attribute
RO = MATCH or NMATCH
CharxChar...y = Value of attribute Att
Char = Specified character
x = Wild character $

y = Wild character *

Thus you can input

<Select> BR MATCH A$C*<Enter>

ALPHA will select all records whose BR attribute has a value
with "A" for the first character, any letter ($) for the
second character, a "C" for the third character, and any
number of character or blanks (*) in the remaining final
locations.

4.2.1.7.2 Attribute grouping

Another special input character is the question mark
(?). It is useful for selecting more than one attribute at a
time (unlike the wild characters in Sect. 4.2.1.7.1, which
are useful for selecting more than one value at a time). If
a database has attributes that are in every way alike except

that they each ends in a different number (Attl, Att2, Att3,
etc.), you can use the question mark (?) to represent any
final number. Clearly the existence of such attributes would
be the result of careful database design -- to accommodate a
situation in which the same item has several values.

For example, suppose a database has attributes
representing three principal investigators (PI1, PI2, and
PI3), and in general a specific PI could be assigned to any
of the Pin attributes. If you are interested in those

projects (records) in which S. A. Jones is a principal
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investigator but you do not care which one, you could save
keystrokes by using the question mark:

<Select> PI? = "S. A. Jones"<Enter>

ALPHA will select all records for which either attributes

PIl or PI2 or PI3 has the value S. A. Jones. (NOTE: The
quotation marks around the value are necessary because it
contains blanks; see Sect. 2.2.1.)

4.2.1.8 Comments on Selecting a Working Subset

Several rules govern the form Attl RO Value/Att2
described in Sect. 4.2.1.1 as the complete condition Condl.

o Initially WS consists of all records
in the main database

o Attl may be any attribute in the main database
o Either Value or Art2 may be used as the test
o The form of Value or Art2 must be the same as Att
o ALPHA evaluates each condition -- left to right
o Commands/options may be entered as the first two

characters or the entire word -- upper- or lowercase
o The results of Select are a WS
o All commands other than Select use WS

o Only Select commands can change WS
(except Database, which initializes WS)

o The Source of records to test is dependent on
the logical operator

4.2.2 S u b s • t A i 4 s

With the Select command, ALPHA offers subset aids that
can be used to provide information about the current WS.

These options -- Last (LA), Type (TY), and Value (VA) -- do
not alter WS or SG. They are very useful in determining if
your WS is what you expected.

4.2.2.1 Last (LA) •

The Last (LA) option of the Select command displays on
your screen the number of records in WS after the last
condition was processed.

<Select> LAST<Enter>
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4.2.2.2 Type (TY)

The Type (TY) option of the Select command allows you

to specify attributes for which you would like a list of

values. It displays on your screen the values of the

specified attributes by record that exist in WS. No column

labels are displayed. Issued at the <Select> prompt, the

Type option uses the following form (NOTE: You must enter

END to terminate input):

<Select> TYPE<Enter>

Type: Attl Att2...Attn EN<Enter>

With the Type option, you can ask for information on

more than one attribute at a time (e.g., DI and AC). ALPHA

will display the value for each record, so the list can be

long if WS is large.

You may also request information on all attributes for

each record in WS. In this case, use the Type suboption All

(AL):

<Select> TYPE<Enter>

Type: ALL<Enter>

Also, with Type, you can use some System 1032

statistical commands and functional statements (e.g., SMIN,

SMAX, SMEAN, $TOTAL, $STDEV, $INTEGER, $REAL, and FORMAT).

<Select> TYPE<Enter>

Type: $MIN(Attl) $MAX(Att2) EN<Enter>

For additional information, refer to the Type command in the

System 1032 documentation (Ref. 6).

4.2.2.3 Value (VA)

The Value (VA) option of the Select command allows you

to specify an attribute for which you would like a list of

unique values and the number of times that each value occurs

in WS. Enter the Value option (VALUE) and the attribute of

interest (Att):

<Select> VALUE Att<Enter>

If you would like to know the values for attribute DI

(division), for example, type:

<Select> VALUE DI<Enter>
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ALPHA will respond with a 2-column list (no headings): The
first is the value; the second, the number of times the
value occurs:

xlo (20)
x19 (15)
x73 (i)
<Select>

In this case, ALPHA shows 20 instances of attribute DI with
a value of XI0, 15 with a value of XI9, and 1 with a value
of X73. (NOTE; For large WSs the use of the Value option on
an unkeyed attribute requires considerable time.)

4.2.3 B u b s • t C o n t r o 1

In addition to supplying information about WS, the
Select command also allows you to control the records in
various subsets (the most significant being SG) used in the
building of WS. You can move an entire subset into WS (using
the Fix, All, Clear, Combine, and Replace options) or from
WS (using the Save and Fix options). One subset can be
logically combined with another (Combine). Each of these
options alters the contents of the receiving subset while
the source of records remains unchanged. The test is whether
a record exist in one (OR) or both (AND) of the subsets.
Results that are true add the record to the new WS.

4.2.3.1 All (AL)

All (AL) is an option of the Select command that sets
WS -- but not SG -- to contain all the records in the

database. The sorted order is random; any pending
parentheses are eliminated. This option is useful, for
example, if the conditions you indicate with the Select
command result in an empty WS (that is, ALPHA finds no
records that meet your selection criteria). To reset WS to
include all records of the primary database, type:

<Select> ALL<Enter>

4.2.3.2 Clear (CL)

Clear (CL) is the Select option that sets both the WS
and SG to contain all the records of the database. If you
use the Fix option to alter the contents of SG and then wish
to "begin again" with all records from the primary database,
you must use Clear, not All:
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<Select> CLEAR<Enter>

Clear removes all conditions and sorted order.

4.2.3.3 Fix (FI)

Fix (FI) is the Select option that sets its argument

(either WS or SG) to contain the records in the other set

(SG or WS, respectively). That is, it causes the contents of
one subset, which itself remains unchanged, to be
transferred to (and to replace) the contents of another
subset.

<Select> SS<Enter>

where SS is either WS or SG. If you enter the following,

ALPHA fills the contents of SG with those of WS (WS remains

unchanged):

<Select> FIX SG<Enter>

If, on the other hand, you enter FIX WS<Enter>, ALPHA fills
the contents of WS with the records of SG, which remains

unchanged. The sorted order, if there is one, is also copied

to the subset being filled.

Just as parentheses control the group of records

evaluated using the logical operator (Sect. 4.2.1.6), so,

too, does the Fix option provide control over the records

evaluated. For example, assume the selection criteria

entered at the <Select> prompt are

Condl AND Cond2 AND (Cond3 OR Cond4)

(same example used in Sect. 4.2.1.6: Grouping Selection
Criteria with Parentheses). Simply removing the parentheses

would render the wrong set of records; but with the Fix

option, they can be removed and still produce the desired
records. All you need to do is control the contents of SG:
It should contain the results of Condl AND Cond2. At the

<Select> prompt type:

Condl AND Cond2 FIX SG AND Cond3 OR Cond4<Enter>

ALPHA processes left to right until it encounters the

Fix option. It then copies the contents of the new WS to SG

(this is the same as WSt in the example of Sect 4.2.1.6).
Cond3 is evaluated against the new WS (same as WSt) and
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Cond4 against SG (also the same as WSt). These are the same
results obtained using parentheses in Sect. 4.2.1.6.

4.2.3.4 _ave (SA)

Save (SA) is the Select option that saves (stores) WS
in an external pointer file as saveset n, or SSn, for as
long as you are in the current database. (SSs exist for only
one session; anytime you open a new database or exit from
ALPHA, your SS disappears.) Though an ALPHA session can have
only one WS and SG, it can have up to i0 SSs. Because an SS
is a copy of WS, SS has the sequential order associated with
WS.

The capability to store WSs is valuable. It means that
you can combine stored record sets with WS or with other
SSs. For example, after you open your database, you may
create a WS containing records with Budget attribute (BO)
values greater than $I000 and with a Status attribute (STAT)
value of Open (OPEN):

<Select> BO > i000 AND STA = "OPEN"<Enter>

To save this WS for possible future use during your current O
session, type the following:

<Select> SAVE<Enter>
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ALPHA allows you to enter an identification label within

double quotation marks to help identify the SS later.

[Identification] "LABEL"<Enter>

If this is the first time you have used the Save option

during your session, ALPHA will save WS as SSI. If you
already had saved a WS as SSl, ALPHA would save the current
records as SS2.

You can also append the current WS to an exi&ting SS;

type:

<Select> SAVE n<Enter>

where n is the number of the SS (previously saved WS) to

which you the current WS will be appended. For example, to

append WS to existing SS2, type: SAVE 2<Enter>. With append,
the sorted number is uncertain.

Unlike WS and SG, an SS is not automatically created

when you open a database. It exists only if you want it to.

Unlike WS and SG, it is not a routine target of an ALPHA

search for records. ALPHA provides the capability to make

SSs during a session; how you use them is up to you. You can

combine one or more with WS, or combine various SSs with one

another (see Sect. 4.2.3.6).

4.2.3.5 Replace (RE)

Replace (RE) is the Select option that replaces the

contents of WS with a previously saved WS: SSn.

<Select> REPLACE n<Enter>

To fill WS with the records of SS2, for example, type:

<Select> REPLACE 2<Enter>

The contents of SG and the SSs are unchanged. The sorted

order is part of a Replace.

4.2.3.6 Combine (CO)

Combine (CO) is the Select option that logically

combines an SS with WS. If you do not specify the logical
operator to combine the subsets, ALPHA assumes the AND

operator and creates a new WS of only those records that the

components have in common. Enter:
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<Select> LO COMBINE n<Enter> ,

where n = SS number. For example, for SS4 if the logical

operator is AND, the input

AND COMBINE 4<Enter>

is processed as WS AND SS4 .

The test is on the existence of a record in both WS and the

SS; the new WS contains only records that satisfy the test.

SG is not considered even if the logical operator is OR.

Both SG and the SS remain unchanged. The sorted order of the
new WS is uncertain.

Using the Combine option with the Save and Clear

options provides another way to select the precise records

of interest without using parentheses. The three steps are

to (i) save, (2) clear, and (3) combine. For example, to

select records representing accounts that have budgets

exceeding $I000 (Condl) and whose status is open (Cond2) for

divisions X (Cond3) and Y (Cond4), you could enter:

<Select> Condl AND Cond2 AND (Cond3 OR Cond4)<Enter>

(Cf. example in Sects. 4.2.1.6 and 4.2.3.3.) Or, you could

follow the three-step path of Save, Clear, and Combine.

* STEP I. Save the records prior to the open

parenthesis (WS) as an SS. That is, select records that

satisfy both Condl and Cond2:

<Select> Condl AND Cond2<Enter>

<Select> SAVE<Enter>

This saves all entries with budgets greater than $i000 whose

status is open, regardless of the division, as SSl.

* STEP 2. Use the Clear option to evaluate Cond3 and

Cond4 independent of Condl AND Cond2. After all, the

criteria within the parentheses (Cond3 OR Cond4) could have

been typed first and those criteria outside (Condl AND

Cond2) entered afterward. So, use Clear to "undo" WS created

by selecting Condl AND Cond2 (to access all the database

records); then select records that satisfy Cond3 and Cond4:

<Select> Clear<Enter>

<Select> Cond3 OR Cond4<Enter>

Q
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The result is a new WS that contains only records for

divisions X or Y, but for any budget or status.

* STEP 3. Combine the earlier WS (that satisfies Condl

AND Cond2) with the current WS (that satisfies Cond 3 OR

Cond4) using the appropriate logical operator (in this case,

AND). That is, combine WS (LAST) with the SS assigned the
number i:

<Select> LAST AND COMBINE l<Enter>

J

The logical operator AND requires that a record must exist
in both the SS and WS subsets to exist in the new WS.

Therefore, only records for divisions X or Y having budgets

greater than $i000 and open are found in the new WS.

4.3 8 OR T ( S 0 )

The Sort (SO) command arranges WS in ascending (the

default) or descending order by the selected attributes.

Precedence for an ascending sort is determined according to

the following criteria (first to last):

PDP-lO Computer VAX Computer

(S-1022) (S-1032)

Space or blank Space or blank

Alpha characters: Alpha characters (uppercase;
Lowercase then lowercase for each

Uppercase (Aa...Zz)
Numeric characters Numeric characters

ASCII characters not ASCII characters not in

not in the the alphabet (e.g., #)

alphabet (e.g., *)

ALPHA allows six sorts; the first attribute you specify

is the major sort parameter (i.e., it will be in _equential

order). The next attribute is the minor attribute (i.e., it

will be sorted within the major sort). If additional

attributes are used, they will be sorted within the

preceding sort. If you specify fewer than six attributes,
terminate the list with the End command.

If you wish to sort in ascending order, you do not have

to specify the direction (though ALPHA allows you to do so

if you wish); it is the default. If, on the other hand, you
want to arrange an attribute in descending order, you must

specify your choice. After each attribute that you wish

sorted in descending order, type DESCEND. For example, to

......... ,, ,, ,,,,, ,iii I I lq IIII I I I llll
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sort DI in ascending order and attribute AC in descending
order, type:

<Command> SORT<Enter>
<Sort>

[Primary] DI<Enter>
[Secondary] AC DESCEND<Enter>
[Tertiary] EN<Enter>

Or, string the commands together (perhaps including the
default to keep the string clear):

<Command> SORT DI ASCEND AC DESCEND EN<Enter>

Most of the time the Sort command affords complete
control over the sequence of records. However, a WS may not
always maintain the sorted order. For example, a WS will
lose its order when you issue the Select command and issue
an option that adds to the contents of WS or cause WS to be
resorted (i.e., a VALUE option). The order is uncertain if
you use the Combine option of the Select command or append
the current WS with a previously saved one (SS). Perhaps
most important to bear in mind, users should know that
records may temporarily lose their order when output with a
canned (preformatted) report that has an independent
internal sort statement. However, the user's sort order is
recovered upon exiting the canned report.

4'4 J 0 I N ( J 0 )

The Join (JO) command allows users to access multiple
databases; that is, once you have opened a database using
the Database command (Sect. 4.1), you can use the Join
command to link to it (the Drimary database) records from
other (secondary) databasee. ALPHA has only two requirements
for adding attributes (fields) from one database to another:
(i) the databases must have an attribute in common and
(2) the common attribute must be keyed in both databases.
ALPHA performs an outer join: Records in the primary
database remain in WS even if a matching record does not
exist in the joined database.

Several relationships can exist between the joined
databases. The user is requested to specify the relationship
as one of the following described in Table 14. At the
present time, the relationship between the joined databases
must be either one to one (Ii) or one to many (lM).

0
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D_ mm, _m

TABLE 14. Relationships Between Databases with Join
umm mm_

Code Meaning
m

11 For any one record in the primary database,
no more than one record exists in the joined

(secondary) database that has the value of
the joined attribute.

lM For a given value of the joining
attribute, only one record is in the
primary database, but the joined database may
have none, one, or many matching records.*
The lM option is AVAILABLE ONLY FOR THE
FILE OPTION OF THE REPORT COMMAND. Numeric
values are automatically summed from the

joined database.

M1 Many records with the same joining
attribute are in the primary database,

and the joined database has a single
matching record. (This relationship is not
currently supported.)

MM Many records are in the primary database,
each having many matching records in the
joined database. (This relationship is
not currently supported.)

*The following rules are used to make the
"composite record": (i) For text and date attributes,
the value of the last joined record is used. (2) For
real and integer attributes, the sum of the values
for each of the joined records is used.

Note that users must give the correct relationship.
ALPHA will process the databases as the user requests and
not as they actually are. If a database is referenced to
another database as part of the design of the database, the
referenced database is automatically opened when the Join
command is used. The form to provide the accurate data to
ALPHA is as follows:

<Command> JOIN<Enter>
<Join> By Which Attribute? Attx<Enter>
<Join> To Which
<Database> ACMSTR<Enter>

Relationship: ll<Enter>
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An important aspect of using the Join command is its
secondary role in relation to the Database command. The
first open dataset (primary database) prescribes the lowest
level of detail for which output will be generated; any
datasets linked to it with the Join command automatically
conform to that level of detail. In short, the first
database you open defines your view of the data.

What does that mean? One common characteristic of many
database systems is a hierarchical set of major fields that
represent the summary levels of various reporting needs.
With financial data, for example, these fields are work
order (WO), account number (AC), field task (FT), budget
request (BR), and division (DI). As you might expect, an
authority dataset exists for each of these five fields that
provides the useful code and its description. In addition,
many other datasets exist whose records include at least one
of the five and that represent the detail transactions of
the system at some level. ALPHA functions as a
"view"-oriented tool with data systems like this.

That is, the data view that ALPHA sees depends on where
in the data system the user looks first. When a user chooses
an authority dataset (e.g., DIVNA for division codes DI) as
the first opened dataset, ALPHA sets the DI level as the
lowest level of detail provided by the current view (even
when WO and AC detail datasets are joined by the DI
attribute). On the other hand, a user opening a detail
transaction level dataset may use the authority datasets as
sources of supplemental information when generating output
of detail (and summary of detail) transactions.

Another aspect of using Join is the restricted
accessibility of the resulting database records. They are
available only through the File and Create options of the
Report command. Thus if you wish to use another command --
for example, Select -- you must first create a new database
[using File (Sect. 4.5.4)] with the records accessed with
Join. You can then access it with the Database command and
use Select.

<Join> By Which Attribute? Attx<Enter>
<Database> ACMSTR<Enter>

Relationship: ll<Enter>
<Command> REPORT<Enter>

<Report>FILE<Enter>
[File] Attl ....Ayyn END NEWDB<Enter>
<Report> EN<Enter>
<Command> DATABASE<Enter>
<Database> NEWDB<Enter>
<Command> SELECT<Enter>
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NOTE: The capability to perform a search on a joined
attribute is currently under development.

4.5 REPORT (RE)

The Report (RE) command (Fig. 4) providesthe mechanism
with which to view the final subset of records that you have
selected and arranged• It is an avenue to output and to
formatting• Enlering REPORT at the <Command> prompt puts you
into ALPHA's formal reporting module•

• • • • • • • •

• REPORT •
• • • • • • • •

I
I I I I

DUmp Canned Report CReate FI le

1 II II

I i I
CRT HArdcopy DI sk

Fig. 4. Partial oommand tree: Report (RE) oommand.

As you can see from Fig. 4, the first step to
outputting records with the Repcrt command is to identify
the format for the report• You may simply dump out the
records (Dump); use a preformatted report (Canned); create
your own format, perhaps performing limited calculations on
subset data (see Sect. 4.5.3.1.5) ; or create a computer file
on a disk (File)• Note that the Disk option allows you to
create your output on the mainframe disk. If you select this
option, you will be requested to give the file disposition
(e.g., print, save, and delete) later in the program• The
second step is to identify the output medium you prefer:
local printer, one attached to your PC (Hardcopy); computer
screen (CRT) ; or mainframe user area (disk) .

i. With CRT, output displays on your screen; and for
Dump and Create options, it is paged (i.e., output stops
when screen is full and waits for an <Enter> before

continuing) .

2. The Hardcopy option also displays to your monitor,
but the output is scrolled (i.e., no pauses)• Output line
width for CRT and Hardcopy is your monitor's width as set in

your LOGIN.COM (VAX) or SWITCH.INI (PDP-10) file unless
changed by the Width option (Sect• 5.1) or limited by your
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communications package• The hardcopy option is often used to
print a report to your local (vs system) printer•

3. Output can also be sent to a system printer• If you
use the Disk option of the Report command, ALPHA stores your
reports in a file on the mainframe disk you are logged on
to. The width for this output device defaults to 132. With
the Disk option, you must provide additional input for
ALPHA: the name of the file (only once) and exactly what you
wish to do with it. Enter the filename for disk file (up to
six characters on the PDP-10 computer), without an
extension• [NOTE: Most canned reports produced using ALPHA
have the extension .CAN, although some options produce files
with the .DAT extension• At most, one each of .DAT or .CAN
files will be generated during a single session, because all
reports (generated by DU, CR, and CA) are written to the
same file•] When ALPHA prompts, upon exiting, for
disposition of the file, enter (a) SA, save the file in your
area, (b) DE, delete it, (c) PS, print it and save it, or
(d) PD, print the file and then delete it.

4.5.1 D u m p ( D U )

Dump (DU) is the Report option that literally causes
all of the information on WS attributes to be "dumped" to an
output device• That is, all of the attributes and values for
each record will print in the report -- in the sorted order
you selected for WS• You have control over only two output
decisions: output device and label (column head: attribute
identifier) format (Fig. 5); the purpose of Dump is, after
all, to provide an easy way to see the contents of a
record -- not to provide a good-looking report•

• • • • • • • •

• REPORT .

CRT HArdcopy DI sk

I
I

DUmp
I

I
SHort LOng

Fig. 5. Partial command tree: Report (RE) command
Dump (DU) options.
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After the user chooses the device and enters DUMP,
ALPHA prompts for the type of labels (co].umn heads:
attribute identifiers) for the report (short or long):

Output Device: CRT
<Report> DUMP<Enter>
Label: LONG<Enter>

Short (SH) produces abbreviated (default) attribute
identifiers; Long (LO) produces full, spelled-out attribute
identifiers -- as shown in the dump report of Exhibit 2.

EXHIBIT 2. One-Record Dump Report: Long Labels

ALPHA DUMP REPORT 1/30./92
15:50 PAGE 1

PLANT CODE=Y DIVISION CODE=Y75 DIVISION NAME=WFO
CAPITAL-CAPITAL RATES
DIVISION ORIATION=OC FINANCE OFFICER CODE=75
FINANCE OFFICER NAME=NO Y-12 ASSIGNED

DIVISION MANAGER NAME=RIGGS, C.R°

4.5.2 C a n n • d ( C A )

The Canned (CA) option (Fig. 6) allows you to output
the records in WS a; a preformatted ("canned") report•
Canned reports are fixed formats, providing little or no
flexibility except the records used (i.e., WS). A canned
report may resort WS if it includes subtotals. ALPHA,
however, restores the user's WS and sorted order upon return
to the Report command mode•

• • • • • • • •

• REPORT•
• • • • • • • •

CRT HArdcopy D Isk
I I

I
I

Canned Report
I

Code

Fig. 6. Partial command tree: Report (RE) command
Canned Report option.
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If when you enter CA, no canned reports are available,

ALPHA will display, "Report file index . . . DBNAME.DMS was
not found." If a canned report or reports do exist for the
database you opened, ALPHA will display the Code: prompt• At
the Code: prompt, a response of a question mark (?) will
display the list of available codes (i.e., canned reports):

<Report> CA<Enter>
Output Device: CRT<Enter>
Code: ??<Enter>

Each report is associated with a specific database, not
with the basic ALPHA system• ALPHA uses a file (VAX:
DBNAME.DMS; PDP-10: DBNAME.COD) containing the selection
codes and file specifications for the canned reports• Most
of the Information Center's major databases have canned
reports already developed and available for use by ALPHA.

4.5.3 C r • a t e ( C R )

The Create (CR) option (Fig. 7) of the Report command
allows you to define your own report format instead of using
a preformatted (canned) one. With complete control of the
subset of data, of the order in which to display the data,
and of the report format, you can create an ad hoc report.

• • • • • • • •

• •

• REPORT .
• • • • • • • •

i I ,
CRT HArdcopy Disk
I I

I
CReate

I

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
SH TM LM RM CH LI TI LA CO DE SU TO EQ FI

Fig. 7. Partial oommand tree: Report (RE) command
Create (CR) option. SH = Show; TM = top margin; LM =
margin; RM = right margin; CH= characters per line;
LI = lines per page; TI = Title; LA = Label; CO =
Count; DE = Detail; SU = Subtotal; TO = Total; EQ =
Equation; FI = Field.

You may exercise control over such formatting
characteristics as margins, lines per page and characters
per line, title, line data (details, subtotals, or

L
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totals), equations (calculations), and columns (attribute,

equations, or reserved spaces, and column label and
subtotal/total print control for each column). However,
defaults are available, and only the attributes (fields) to

output in each column are required input for this report.

The Create option is a very powerful tool that allcws a

user to design an ad hoc report without programming help.

The following are some general rules about Create.

i. Create uses the data from and the sorted order of

WS. Neither SG nor WS is altered.

2. The lines of the report are controlled by the Create

suboptions Detail, Subtotal, and Total. If you select none
of the three, ALPHA uses the default: Detail. Any
combination of the three or all three may be selected.

However, if you select only one, ALPHA outputs only one.
=

3. Options available under Create (CR) can be entered

in any order, or skipped. The only exception is the Field

" suboption, which is required and which must be the last

suboption selected. (With this suboption, you specify the
columns of the report -- which attributes (fields) you want

printed in each column. When the specification is completed

the report is generated.)

4. If a suboption is used more than once, only the last

one specified will affect the report.

5. Column width (maximum of 25 characters) for

attribute values is determined by the larger of (i) the

Label selected or defined by the user, (2) the format

specified for the attribute by the master table .TBL or
database .DMD file, and (3) the adjustment for the presence

of a Subtotal or Total.

6. Long (>25 characters) labels and long text

attributes may wrap when output under the Create option.
Breaks will occur on nonalphanumeric characters.

7. The Create option provides two methods of summing

equations: summed and calculated. See Sect. 4.5.3.1.5.2 for
a discussion of each.

4.5.3.1 Lines and Columns

Create provides six options that allow you to control
the content of the lines and columns of a report: Detail
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(DE) , Subtotal (SU) , Total (TO) , Count (CO), Equation (EQ) ,

and Field (FI). Each is described in the sections below.

4.5.3.1.1 Detail (DE)

Detail (DE) is the Create suboption that requests ALPHA

to output data from each record in WS. Detail (DE) causes

the values for each record to be printed as specified via

Field. It provides line-by-line (record-by-record) printout.
Its form is

[Create] DE<Enter>

If you do not specify any other format (Subtotal or Total),

Detail is the default. If you do select Subtotal or Total

and you also want the detail line output, you must also

specify Detai!_ For example, to get details and totals, type

the following:

[Create] DE TO<Enter>

4.5.3.1.2 Subtotal (SU)

Subtotal (SU) is the Create suboption that allows you
to select up to three attributes on which to subtotal. You

may use this option and the Total option (Sect. 4.5.3.1.3)

and the Detail option (Sect. 4.5.3.1.1). If you use only

Subtotal, you will get subtotals only, not individual values

or totals. Subtot_l data are printed each time the subtotal

attribute changes. The attribute being subtotaled will also

be printed if you included it in the Field list regardless

of the data type. You can control paging after printing each

subtotal with the Break option. When specifying the
attribute to subtotal on follow the attribute name with

Break to cause the next line after the subtotal to print on"

a new page. The Subtotal form below tells ALPHA to insert a

page break after the second subtotal level.

[Create] SU Attl Att2 BREAK Att3<Enter>

If Att2 or Att3 is not specified, ALPHA requires that you

input End (EN) to complete the Subtotal request. To output

subtotals for attributes DI and AC with a page break after

DI, for example, type:

[Create] SU DI BREAK AC EN<Enter>

user has the responsibility for having previously O
The

used the Sort command (Sect. 4.3) to order WS so that it is
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sequenced such that the first subtotal attribute is the
major sort (i.e., the first attribute to sort on), the
second subtotal attribute is the next level of sort, and the
third subtotal attribute is the next sorted attribute.

Depending on the database structure, on the selection, as
well as on the parameters, the specified sort attributes may
not be required to be the same as the subtotal attributes
and their order. But in general they will be the same.

4.5.3.1.3 Total (TO)

The Total (TO) suboption of Create requests ALPHA to
output total data for WS. Total allows you to request a
report containing totals for the values of the integer and
real attributes specified under Field. You may use this
option with the Detail option (Sect. 4.5.3.1.1) and/or the
Subtotal option (Sect. 4.5.3.1.2); however, if you specify
only Total, you will get only totals, not the individual
values for each data record.

4.5.3.1.4 Count (CO)

Count (CO) prints the number of records in the subtotal
and/or total. It sets a switch in the Create report writer
that causes a record count to be generated in the report
output at subtotal breaks and at the end of the report. Its
form is

[Create] CO<Enter>

4.5.3.1.5 Equation (EQ)

The Equation (EQ) suboption lets you define
equations -- mathematical calculations -- containing
attributes from the current database and performed for each
record in WS. Equations may consist of attributes,
constants, or other defined equations that are related by a
mathematical operator. The form of the Equation option
(issued at the Equation n: prompt) is

J

Equation n: C1 MO C2 EN<Enter>

where

n = equation number assigned by ALPHA (part of prompt)
C = attribute constant, or other defined equation
MO = mathematical operator: addition (+),

subtraction (-), multiplication (*),
and division (/); parentheses are allowed

EN = End command, indicating the end of the equation
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A space is required between each entry. Up to 20 equations,
each up to i00 characters, are allowed.

The Equation suboption of Create allows you to define
an equation and have the results printed as a column in the
report being created. It is one way a user can do limited
special processing of information. Below is an example of
input at the Equation 3: prompt:

COST * (7.34 * 0.01 * COST) + #I / 12 EN<Enter>

Scientific notation (exponential, e.g., 2.3E-02) may be
used with constants. Parentheses alter the normal hierarchy
of mathematical operations and cause the operations inside
the parentheses to be done first just as in mathematics.

Attributes and constants (for the VAX computer) can be
real, integer, or decimal. Calculations are performed using
the real (data type) equivalent, and the result is real. For
example, if the integer attributes Ii and I2 are 2 and 4
respectively, then the result of

Equation 2: Ii / I2 EN<Enter>

is 0.5 [not the zero (0) obtained using integer
mathematics].

The results of the calculations are temporary
attributes. Thus the equations may be used as attributes in
the Field suboption [indicated by the number sign (#)
followed by the equation number]. For example, you could
create equation I by typing at the [Create] prompt:

[Create] EQUATION<Enter>
Equation i: IC * 1.0775 EN<Enter>

Then later you could use the result (#i) in the Field
suboption. For example, at the [Create] prompt you could use
the Field suboption to define three attributes for a report
(Attl, Att2, and #I):

[Create] EQUATION<Enter>
Field: ICl IC2 #i EN<Enter>

Three suboptions are available under Equation (EQ)
suboption: Show (SH), Clear (CL), and brackets ([ ])
(Fig. 8).

0
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EQuation

L
SHow CLear [ ]

Fig. 8. Partial command tree: Equation (EQ)
suboption and its suboptions Show (SH), Clear (CL),
and brackets ([ ]).

4.5.3.1.5.1 Show (SH)

The Show (SH) suboption provides an uninterrupted but
composite view of the equation currently being defined
(i.e., prior to entering End). Error checking is performed
to notify the user if errors are entered.

4.5.3.1.5.2 Brackets ([ ]) -- subtotals/totals

Brackets ([ ]) are an Equation suboption that force the
calculated total/subtotal method of summing. For detail
output, the equation is evaluated using values from the
record being processed. If requested, the results are
printed in the column requested. When Subtotal and/or Total
are requested and the equation results are a specified (FI)
column, then ALPHA provide two ways of performing the
summation:

1. SUMMED. This is the line summation -- normal --

method; thus it is the default. In this type of addition,
ALPHA sums the equation results for each record in the
subtotal or total. No special notation is required. For
example, to subtotal the total cost of an order including
the tax, enter the following:

Equation 1: PRICE * (i + TAXRATE) EN<Enter>

2. CALCULATED. This calculated method is used for

special equations, such as percentages, in which the
subtotal is determined by ALPHA's evaluation of the equation
using the summation of the attributes over the records in
the subtotal or total. Constants are not summed; they are
evaluated as a constant. To use the calculated method,
enclose the entire equation within brackets. The following
is an example:

Equation 1: [EQPA / EQTOT * 100] EN<Enter>

° The values for each record in the subtotal or total are
summed for each attribute in the equation. The summed values
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are used to evaluate the equation. For example, the total of
Equation 1 is

TOTAL of EQI = EQPA (sum) / EQTOT (sum) * i00

for all records in WS. Note that if detail was requested the
result of evaluating the equation for the current record is
printed along with the attributes defined in the field.

4.5.3.1.5.3 Clear (CL)

Equation suboption Clear (CL) asks ALPHA to "clear" all
equations and restart the user at defining equation #1.
Otherwise, equations are saved until the database is changed
or the session ended. The input form is

Equation n: CLEAR<Enter>

4.5.3.1.s Field (FZ)

Field (FI) suboption specifies the content of each
column of the report. Options are available to redefine a
column label (" "), control what is or is not output, as a
subtotal or total ([ ]). Columns are specified from left to
right as

FIELD: Col a "Label" [nl n2..u]...Col z EN<Enter>

where

Col = column content (from Col a, first column, to
Col_z, last column), which may be either
(I) an attribute, (2) number of blank spaces
as indicated by input $n (n = number of
spaces), or (3) an equation, as indicated by
input #n (n = equation number)

Label = optional column label in quotation marks
[ ] = optional redefinition of the print control for

subtotals and totals

EN = End command, denoting the last column and
signaling ALPHA to begin writing the report

Field is the one suboption of Create (Fig. 9) that must
be used. It is also the only suboption whose order is fixed:
It MUST BE THE LAST SUBOPTION entered during the Create
sequence.
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l l I J
Att " " #n $n [ ]

Fig. 9. Partial command tree: Field (FI)
suboption and its suboptions requesting attributes,
labels (" "), equation (#n), blank column (Sn),
and suppression of summing defaults ([ ]).

The number of attributes (columns) allowed depends on
the output device (characters per line) and the column width
for each column. (NOTE: If you exceed the maximum width,
ALPHA displays a message to let you know.) The Field
suboption has a limit of 20 attributes. After you define the
last one, enter the general command End to begin the
processing.

4.5.3.1.6.1 Column content

A report column can be (1) attribute values, (2) the
results of equation calculations, or (3) blank spaces. The
Field option allows the user to specify which type of data
ALPHA will output for each report column. Each is described
briefly below.

i. ATTRIBUTE (Attn). The basic element in the Field
suboption is the name of the attribute (field) that you wish
to include in the report. For example, to output a report
with Attl and Att2 as its 2 columns, type:

Field: Attl Att2 EN<Enter>

Values for each attribute constitute each column, whose
width is controlled by the length of the longest entry
(whether value or column head). Text attributes of lengths
greater than 25 characters may wrap.

2. EQUATION (#n). As mentioned in Sect. 4.5.3.1.5,
ALPHA allows you to output the results of equations
(calculations) just as you do attributes. To do so, use the
number/pound sign (#) and the number of the equation whose
results you wish to print. For example, you output Attl,
Att2, and the results of Equation 4, type:

Field: Attl Att2 #4 EN<Enter>
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3. BLANK COLUMN (Sn). With the dollar sign ($)

suboption, you can add a column of white space to your

report. Simply include in your list of Field items the

dollar sign followed by the amount of space (i.e., the
number of character spaces) you would like left blank. ALPHA

will output the report and leave that space blank except for
an underline to show the field width. For example, to output

the report of item 2 but with a 5-space blank column before
the last column, type:

Field: Attl Att2 $5 #4 EN<Enter>

4.5.3.1.6.2 Single column label (" ")

Column labels (heads) for a created report are

automatically defined by Label (LA) for all columns. Each
label can be overridden for any individual column _y using

the Field suboption Label (LA). Simply follow the choice for
the column content with the desired column label enclosed

within double quotation marks. For example, to change the
label for the second attribute and the equation in the

example of item 3 in Sect. 4.5.3.1.6.1, follow each with the

new label: O

Field: _ctl Att2 "New Head" $5 #4 "Cost" EN<Enter>

When a label is too large, ALPHA prints it on multiple

lines. Breaks occur at a hyphen, space, or nonalphanumeric

character when possible.

4.5.3.1.6.3 Subtotal/Total output control ([ ])

As a Field suboption of the Create option, the use of
brackets allows the user to override the default control of

output for the total (T) and the three levels of subtotals

(i, 2, 3). ALPHA defaults for sums (total and subtotal) are

(I) to print the attribute being subtotaled; (2) to print

the sum of equations and real, decimal, and integer data;

and (3) not to print a "sum" of text or date fields except
as stated in item i.

To specify changes to these defaults for any of the

three subtotal levels [n = i, 2, 3] and the total [T],

follow the attribute to print with the instructions enclosed

by brackets ([ ]). To force print an attribute, include the
subtotal level or total in the instructions as a positive

(e.g., [I 3]). To suppress the printing, use the negative

(e.g., [-2 -T]). Thus to add the Description (DE) to the
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primary subtotal and the total and to suppress COST for the
second and third subtotals, type:

Field: DE [I T] COST [-2 -3] EN<Enter>

NOTE: If you choose to "sum" a date or text field, the
subtotal or total line will contain the text data for the

last record processed.

4.5.3.2 Headers and Miscellaneous

In addition to determining the content of each row and
column, you can use options of the Create command to provide
a title for the report and labels (headings) for each
column: Title (TI) and Label (LA), respectively. You can
also use a Create option [Show (SH)] to view your report
format.

4.5.3.2.1 Title (TI)

The Title (TI) suboption allows you to enter a title,
which appears at the top of each page, centered over the
report output. When you type the title (up to 3 lines of 50
characters each), enclose each line within double quotation
marks. If you desire fewer than 3 lines, terminate your
input by following the last line with End (EN). For example,
type:

[Create] TITLE<Enter>
Title: "THIS IS AN EXAMPLE"<Enter>
Title: "THIS IS LINE 2" EN<Enter>

4.5.3.2.2 Label (LA)

Label (LA) is the Create suboption that controls the
basic column headers, or labels. Its options are

Short (SH) ... Prints the attribute's abbreviated name
(in general, this option provides room
for more columns) (this is the default)

Long (LO) .... Prints the attribute's full name

None (NO) .... No labels or form feeds; only the data
are printed (use this option to produce
input to another program)
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To use the long (LO) name for the column labels, type:

[Create] LA LO<Enter>

(NOTE: You may specify the exact label for a specific column
as described in Sect. 4.5.3.1.6.2.)

4.5.3.2.3 Show (SH)

The Show (SH) suboption of Create displays the current
status of all Create report parameters. When you type SHOW
at the [Create] prompt, ALPHA displays such information as
shown below in Exhibit 3

mmm _m

EXHIBIT 3. Create Report Show options

Output to: HA (CH)Output Width: 80
(LI)Lines/Page: 60 Scroll output: No
Top Margin: 1 (LM)Left Margin: 2
(RM)Right Margin: 2 Max Title Length: 50

(TI)# title lines: 0 (LA)Column labels: Short
Print: Title - No

Detail- No
Rec count - No
Subtotals - No Subtotals defined: 0

Totals - No Equations defined: 0
mm mmm mmm

4.5.3.3 Page Setup

To control the page setup of your report -- its

margins, characters per line, and lines per page -- use the
Create options described below.

4.5.3.3.1 Top Margin (TM), Left Margin (LM),
and Right Margin (RM)

The Top Margin (TM) suboption allows you to indicate
the number of lines (n) you wish to reserve for the top and
bottom margins:

[Create] TM n<Enter>

This number may not exceed half the number of lines per page
(because the top half of the page is for the top margin; the

bottom half, for the bottom margin); the default is 1 line.
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The Left (LM) and Right (RM) suboptions control _the
number of blank spaces in each of the margins. At the
[Create] prompt, enter the suboption and specify the number
of spaces (n) you require:

[Create] LM n<Enter>
[Create] RM n<Enter>

For example, to set the left margin to 5 spaces and the
right margin to 7 spaces, type:

[Create] LM 5 RM 7<Enter>

Defaults for these suboptions are 2 spaces. Acceptable
values range between 0 and half the number of characters per
line. (e.g., with 80 characters per line, the left margin
could be anywhere from 0 to 40.)

4.5.3.3.2 Characters per Line (CH) and Lines per Page (LI)

CH allows you to control the number of characters per
line; LI, the number of lines per page. Input form is:

[Create] CH n<Enter>

[Create] LI n<Enter>

where n is the number of characters or number of lines.

The CH suboption allows you to specify any value
between 16 and 255. Monitors (CRTs) usually display 78, 80,
or 132 characters across the width of the screen; and

printers usually output 80 or 132 -- unless they are running
in the compressed mode. The defaul'c is the 132 for disk
output and the system value for your monitor width for
hardcopy and screen output. CH is limited by the physical
device used for output. Also, if output is to a local device
(monitor or printer), the actual characters output on a line
may be limited by your communications setup.

The LI suboption allows you to establish the number of
lines per page for the current output device (LI is limited
by the physical device used for output). Values between 23
and 90 are acceptable. Monitors are usually set for 23 lines
per page, and printers are often set at either 60, 66, or
90. Printouts at the X-10 site default to laser printers,
whose default form lengths are 60 lines per page. To set the

proper form length for X-10 output, for example:

[Create] LI 60<Enter>
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4.s.4 r i 1 • ( T I )

The File (FI) option (Fig. 10) of the Report command
allows you to output the desired data as a data file,
without labels (headings) or print-control characters, in
one of several formats. Only records in WS are included•

• • • • • • • •

• REPORT .

/
File

I
(FORMAT)

t
I l

AL1 ATtribute (Attl...Attn ENd)

I
Filename

(

Fig. 10. Partial conunand tree: File (FI)
suboption an_ its suboptions requesting format,
attributes, and filename.

The File command,

<Command> FILE<Enter> ,

invokes the File option, which prompts you to choose one of
the format codes for valid file formats: ASCII, DB, DIF,

LOTUS, or WKS (Table 15) :

<File> FORMAT<Enter>

TABLE 15. File Formats Available with the File Option
u m mm

Format
code Description Extension

, --mm

ASCII A data file (.DMI) in the ASCII 7-bit DMI
format; compatible with dBASE II
and III; readable/modifiable using
most text editors

DB System 1032 or System 1022 database DMS
file working subset with DMS
attribute names based on the ALPHA

table names, if the table exists

g
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TABLE 15. File Formats Available with the File option
(oontinuod)

Format

oodo Dosoription Extension

DIF File in Data Interchange Format for DIF
downloading to a PC; 8-bit ASCII file v
which should not be viewed or printed
directly; format not available on the
VAX computer) '

LOTUS File compatible with Lotus or
Symphony; place_ limits on the source
Lotus or Symphony file regarding PRN
record length (strictly enforced) and
the number of records that can be placed
in it

WKS File in an 8-bit binary format (that WKS
cannot be viewed or printed directly);
for downloading to a PC (Lotus can
import a WKS file); format not available
on the VAX computer

Depending on the size of the database record and the
format chosen, you can specify the attributes to include in
the output as either (i) a list of attributes (all format
options) or (2) all (to a maximum of 200) attributes for the
database (all formats except Lotus 1-2-3). [NOTE: Lotus
files have a limit of 240 characters (database record size
plus three times the number of attributes.] If the user has
a choice, ALPHA prompts for it:

Data:

Either AL (All), to include all attributes, or AT
(Attribute) is a valid response:

Data: AT<Enter>

Data: AL<Enter>

If the response input is AT or it is AL but the
200-attribute limit is exceeded, ALPHA displays the prompt:

Attribute name:

......... ' ....... : ............................... ,,,li ................................... II I I IIIl[ll llnl -
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The valid response here is the list of desired attributes to
include in the file record, followed by the End (EN) command
to terminate tlle list. ALPHA writes the report (file) to the
user's disk area on the mainframe.

The File option produces a data descriptor file (.DMD)
and either a data file, a database, or a file in a format
for the more popular PC software packages. To specify the
database (DB) format, for example, type:

<Report> FILE<Enter>
[File] DATABASE<Enter>
Data:

Once you choose the output format, the next step is to
select the attributes to be included in the report (file),
as well as their output order. The records considered are
the ones in WS, and the sequential order is the sorted order
as you defined it. To include all the attributes of your WS,
use the All (AL) suboption. To specify only certain
attributes, use the Attribute (AT) suboption, and list each
attribute by its abbreviation. Use the general command End
to terminate the list. For example, to create a file with
six attributes, type:

Data: AT<Enter>
Attribute name: BR FT AC BO UC CFY<Enter>
Attribute name: EN<Enter>
Filename:

The final task is to supply a name for the file you are
about to create. The filename must not already exist in your
area (ALPHA will reject it if it does), and on the PDP-10
computer it can be only as many as six characters in length.
Filename extensions are assigned by ALPHA. The data
description file will have the same filename but a .DMD
extension. Those .DMD files created with the ASCII and DB

options will contain the Table names of WS when they can be
used. The Lotus option descriptor file uses the Table names
regardless. In summary, you could create the file described
above and call it "NEWNAME" by typing the entire command
string at the <Report> prompt:

<Report> FI DB AT BR FT AC B_ UC CFY EN NEWNAME<Enter>

4.6 STATS

The Stats (ST) command provides general statistics such

as the sum, average, median, standard deviation, maximum and O
minimum values, sample size, and a frequency table.
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Statistics are for a specified real or integer attribute
contained in WS. The request has the following form:

<Command> STATS<Enter>

<STATS>

[Attribute] Attl...Attn<Enter>

ALPHA response is in the form of a table (Exhibit 4), which

lists the basic statistical values and an array consisting

of a range, frequency, and accumulated frequency (that is,

' percentage in or below the stated range). (NOTE: If the

input is neither real nor integer, ALPHA displays a message

and repeats its prompt.)

m mmm

EXHIBIT 4. ALPHA Tabular Response to Stats Command

<Command> STATS<Enter> /

<STATS>

[Attribute] CAPC<Enter>

attribute name: CAP sample sizes: 6
minimum number: 0.000000 maximum number: 0.000000

sum: 0.000000 median: 0.000000

O average: 0.000000 standard deviation: 0.000000
******************************************************

FREQUENCY TABLE
ACCUMULATED

RANGE FREQUENCY (%) FREQUENCY (%)

0.000000- 0.000000 6 ( i00.00) 6 ( i00.00)

0.000001- 0.000000 0 ( 0.00) 6 (zoo.oo)
o.oooooz- 0.000000 0 ( 0.00) 6 (loo.oo)
o.oooooz-o.oooooo o ( o.oo) 6 (zoo.oo)
o.oooooz- o.oooooo o ( o.oo) 6 (1oo.oo)

q

0.000001-0.000000 0 ( 0.00) 6 (i00.00)
o.oooooz-o.oooooo o ( o.oo) 6 (zoo.oo)
0.000001- 0.000000 0 ( 0.00) 6 (i00.00)

o.ooooozm o.oooooo o ( o.oo) 6 (zoo.oo)
0.000001- 0.000000 0 ( 0.00) 6 (i00.00)

4.7 DOCUMENTATION (DO)

The Documentation (DO) command (Fig. ii) gives users

access to all the online documentation. Currently the

following options are available (i) CAnned Reports,

information about canned (preformatted) reports;

(2) Dictionary, information about attributes; and
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(3) MAnual, access to online manuals, reports, memorandums•
Output to disk (DI), CRT, or hardcopy (HA) is allowed.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

•DOCUMENTATION•
• • • • • • • • • • u • • •

I I
Dictionary Canned Report Manual

Fig. II. Partial command tree: Documentation (DO)
command.

To utilize the Documentation command, the user must

first open a database (indicated below as MYDBASE). As soon
as ALPHA receives the Documentation command:

<Database> MYDBASE<Enter>
<Command> DOCUMENTATION<Enter> ,

it interrupts the usual processing--places the chosen
records "on hold," so to speak• From that point on, user
input has no effect on the working subset; ALPHA operates
solely to provide information to the user. When the user
exits from the Documentation command mode, ALPHA restores
the records so that processing can continue• Exhibit 5 shows
the ALPHA messages informing the user of this temporary
interruption (for the purpose of brevity, input for the
specific type of information needed is omitted here--as
indicated by the vertical dots)•

EXHIBIT 5. Interrupt Message for Documentation
Command

<Command> DOCUMENT<Enter>
<Database> DIVNA<Enter>

Opening database D4:[GUIDE_AREA.GENERAL]DIVNA.DMS
Your working subset contains 155 records•

<Command> DOCUMENTATION<Enter>
Your current database selection and working set
will be restored upon return to Command.

Output Device: CRT<Enter>

<Documentation> END<Enter>

Your original database selection and working set
will now be restored•.•

<Command> O
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4.7.1 C a n n e d R e p o r t ( C R )

Canned (CR) is the Documentation option that provides
information on preformatted (canned) reports available to

ALPHA users (Fig. 12.). Because canned reports were created

for a specific database, they are necessarily database

dependent. To use a specific report format, the user must
know which database to select in order to have access to the

desired report. When you select a database, a list of canned

reports for that database displays to the screen.

i I I
Dictionary Canned Report Manual

i
i
I
i

Z I l I l i
ATtribute COmplete DataBase EXample STructure List

Fig. 12. _artial command tree: Documentation (DO)

command Canned Report option.

Reports containing information about available canned

O reports have the formats described in the next paragraphs.Unless otherwise noted each of the Canned Report options

provides a choice of how to select the database of interest.

ALPHA queries for input with a "Database Selection" prompt.

User choices of the database to process include:

AL1 ........ Output the report for all IC/MIS
databases.

SElect ..... Output the report for the specified

database. User provides the file

specification for the selected database.

This option is similar to the Database

command, where either the database code or

the complete file specification is
entered. The database and WS chosen before

entry into Documentation are restored upon
return to the command level.-

CUrrent .... Output the report for the currently opened
database.
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4.7. I. 1 AttEibute (AT) /

The Attribute (AT) option generates a list of all the
canned reports available for the databases selected. Also
shown are all of the attributes contained in each of the
reports.

4.7.1.2 Co:plete (CO)

This option outputs the complete set of information
available on a canned report. This report is structured to
contain all information about a canned report (e.g.,
structure, attributes, file specification, subtotal/total,
and sorted order) and thus is not in a table format. ALPHA
generates a labeled list of each canned report available for
the selected databases. /

4.7.1.3 Database (DB)

The Database (DB) option of Canned Report lists all the
canned reports available for the selected databases.

4.7.1.4 Example (EX)

The Example (EX) option provides output of an example
canned report. At present, not all canned reports have
examples that the user can view. You need the report code
associated with a canned report (see Sect. 4.5.2) to
retrieve the example. The Example option does not provide
the "Database Selection" optiono

4.7.1.5 List (LI}

The Canned Report List (LI) option provides a listing
of all the available canned reports and shows which database
to select in order to use the report. AI1 databases are
considered; thus List does not require the Database
Selection option.

4.7.1.6 Structure (ST)

The Structure (ST) option contains the general contents
and structure of each canned report in the databases
selected.
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4.7.2 D i c t i o n a r y ( D I )

The Dictionary (DI) option of Documentation (Fig. 13)

provides information about attributes contained in the ICs
Management Information System (MIS). Information is
available for a single attribute, all attributes in a
database, and the databases containing a given attribute•
Information includes definition, source of the data,
description of the attribute, etc.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• DOCUMENTAT I ON •

• • • • • • • [ • • • • • • •

I

] I, |
DICTIONARY Canned Report Manual

t
L

I I I

O ATtribute DataBase WHich
Fig. 13. Partial command tree: Documentation (DO)

command Dictionary option.

4.7.2 •I Attribute (AT}

The Attribute (AT) option provides all the information
about the specified attribute in the current database• It
has the same output format as the "HELP ATTRIBUTE Att"
option (see Sect• 3.1.2.2).

4.7.2.2 Database (DB)

The Database (DB) option of Dictionary provides
information about all the attributes in the specified
database• You can choose the database of interest (see
Sect• 4.1) and the formats in which the information is
printed. Options available for outputting the database
dictionary are:

COmplete ....... Displays all (complete) data about
attributes in a selected database

USer ........... Displays data of interest to general
users, including the definition

q

,i • , i i, i i i , iri
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PRogrammer ..... Displays detail data of interest to
programmers; does not include the
the definition of attributes

ATtribute ...... Displays the definition for an
attribute in the database specified
by the user

WARNING: If you specify all (Dh Selection options: All,
Current, Select) databases for the Attribute option, you
will tie up your system for a very long time.

4.7.2.3 Which (WR)

The Which (WH) option lists all the databases
containing the specified attribute• ALPHA checks only
databases contained in the Information Center's Index (the
one displayed during database selection)• (NOTE: This option
requires a lot of clock time to compliete and may ask users
for passwords and file specifications if it cannot access a
database during the process.)

4.7.3 M a n u a i ( M A )

The Manual (MA) option provides user access to manuals
and reports available online that contain information about
using the ALPHA System, special processing, databases, data
elements, and "how to do it" documents. The output medium is
the one chosen by the user. Manual options include Copy_
DataBase, and List (Fig. 14).

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• D O C UM E N TA T ION .

I

!

Dictionary Canned Report Manual
I
I
I

I
I I I
I I I

COpy DataBase List

Fig. 14. Partial command tree: Documentation (DO)

(MA) options. Ocommand Manual
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4.7.3.1 copy (co)

The Copy (CO) option allows you to generate a copy of .
an online manual or report. The manual is" displayed on the

output device you choose (e.g, "CRT" to read the manual on
your screen). ALPHA prompts you for the manual title,
number, or item number. If you do not know this information,
see Sect. 4.7.3.3 on the List option.

<Command> DOCUMENTATION<Enter>

Output Device: CRT<Enter>
<Documentation> MANUAL<Enter>

[Manual] COPY<Enter>
Manual Number: ORNL/TM-8621<Enter>
Manual Number: EN<Enter>
Manual: QUIT<Enter>

(NOTE: All manuals are not necessarily related to ALPHA.
Some include information such as how to download a file from
the mainframe to your PC.)

4.7.3.2 Database (DB)

The Database (DB) option provides a list of all the
online manuals available for the selected database.

4.7.3.3 List (LI)
j

The List (LI) option outputs a list of all the online
manuals. From the displayed list you can learn the title,

report number, and other pertinent information regarding the
online material.

4.S B k T C H ( B k )

The Batch (BA) command (Fig. 15) is used to issue a set
of information requests online but have the actual

processing of the requests done at a later time. Data
entries are error checked ensuring a high probability of the

job running. Once the requests have been entered, the user
is free to do other tasks or to log off.

,, ,,,,,
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• • • • • • •i

• BATCH .

• • • [ • • •

I
J l J J J 1

SHow SUbmlt AFter Time ENd ABort

Fig. 15. Partial command tree: Batch (BA)
command and its options.

Another advantage of Batch is that the control file
[.COM on the VAX, .CTL on the P_DP-10] it creates can be used
to submit the requests again and again. This is an easy way
to handle the requirement of rumming a set of reports each
month for the same group of accounts.

The batch file is in ASCII format and can be edited

(with caution)• Most, but not all, canned reports can be run
under the Batch command. The Batch command may be executed
many times within the same run. Odd uses of the Batch
command begin a new .COM or .CTL file to which all requests
are added• Even uses submit the current batch job for
processing•

A batch file can also be run as a .MIC

(macro-interpreted command) file. The batch file can thus be
run as an online job with the input taken from the .MIC file
rather than from a terminal. To run the batch file as a .MIC

file, simply type at the monitor prompt of the mainframe
operating system [($) for VAX and (.) for PDP-10]:

$ @FILENAME.COM<Enter>

• DO FILENAME.CTL<Enter>

Actually, you do not have to type the filename extension on
the VAX computer• If you use the former command, the
operating system will add the extension .COM.

At the end of the processing, which may not be at the
end of a run, control returns to the user. If you wish to
exit the batch driver without submitting the job -- and
still not delete the .COM (.CTL) file -- use the End (EN)
command.

0
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O
Several options are available under the Batch command.

The user has access to Show (SH), Submit (SU), Time (TI),
After (AF), End (ENd), and Abort (AB). _.

%

4.8.1 s h o w ( S H )

The Show option tells ALPHA to display the current
values of all user-settable parameters for submitting a
batch job.

4.8.2 s u b m i t ( S U )

Submit (and End) controls actual job submission for
execution. Using the Submit option, ALPHA will submit batch
.COM or .CTL for you with whatever options you choose.
Alternately, you can submit a batch .COM (or .CTL) file
directly by entering the command at the monitor prompt [($)
or (.) for VAX and PDP-10 respectively] of the mainframe
operating system:

$ SUBMIT FILENAME

J . SUBMIT FILENAME, FILENAME/DISP:PRES/NAME:"ADDRESS"

where FILENAME = DEVICE:[DIRECTORY,SFD]FILENAME.EXT
= DEVICE:FILENAME.EXT[DIRECTORY,SFD]

"ADDRESS" = Output destination surrounded by double
quotation marks (e.g., "BIN J JONES")

As mentioned earlier, entering the general command End will
exit the routine, preserving the .COM (.CTL) file without
submitting the job.

4.8.3 A f t e r ( A F )

After (AF) is a Batch option denoting the time to
submit a batch run (hours = hh and minutes = mm). If
positive, the number of minutes from current time that the
job is to begin execution. If negative, the wall clock time
of a 24-hour clock (i.e., -18 is 6:00 p.m.). If you do not
specify a number, ALPHA uses the default value of zero,
which means to submit the job immediately. Thus the example "
above might include:
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$ SUBMIT/AFTER=hh:mm:ss FILENAME

• SUBMIT FILENAME,FILENAME/DISP:PRES/NAME:"ADDRESS"/
AFTER:hh:mm:ss

rj

4.8.4 T i . • ( T x )

The Time (TI) option indicates the number of CPU
seconds the control file is expected to run. The default is
300 CPU seconds• Thus the example in Sect• 4•8•2 might
include for the VAX and PDP-10 computers respectively:

$ SUBMIT/AFTER=hh: mm: ss/CPUTIME=hh :mm: ss

• SUBMIT filename, filename/DISP:PRES/NAME: "address"/
AFTER: hh: mm: ss/TIME: hh: mm: ss

4.8.5 E n d ( E N )

End (EN) allows you to save a newly created batch file
for later use without submitting it for execution• (See
4.8.2.)

4.8.6 A b o r t { A B )

Abort (AB) deletes the current batch file (without
executing)• The user types ABORT at the Batch prompt:



5_ SPECIAL OUTPUT COMMANDS

5.1 W I D T H ( W I )

Width (WI) is the suboption that controls the number of
characters per line output to your terminal (TTY) device. It
is different from CH, which controls a line of output; Width
controls the screen output. They can be in conflict. Thus
Width is a hidden command that physically sets the TTY
device line width. Valid values are between 16 and 255.

Changing this value is the same as issuing a monitor command
to set the device width.

If your data require more than 80 characters per line
to display, reset your monitor/terminal (TTY) to accommodate
a greater number. You can do this either from within ALPHA
at the <Command> prompt or at your system [e.g., VAX
computer] prompt. Specify the number of characters that you
need on each line. For example, to request 132 characters

per line from within ALPHA, type:

<Command> WIDTH 132<Enter>

Or from your VAX computer system prompt ($), type:

$ SET TERMINAL/WIDTH=132<En ter>

Another source that determines the numbers of characters per
line is the communication package you use. It must be
consistent with your monitor/terminal (TTY) width and output
width; if it is not, you may get an unwanted line feed.

5.2 F 0 R M F E E D ( F ¥ )

The Form Feed (FF) feature sets a printer to cause a

page break. That is, rather than transmitting multiple line
feeds, the printer transmits a form feed at the end of each
page. To turn on the form feed function, type FF at the
<Command> prompt; then enter a 1 (number "one") at the Form
Feed prompt. To turn off the form feed function, enter a 0
(the number "zero") at the Form Feed prompt. This feature is
not available on the VAX computer; it works only in the
PDP-10 environment.
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APPENDIX A:

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

ALPHA provides users with information in many forms:

canned reports, database listings, database summaries, ad

hoc inquiries and reporting, data analysis, customized
databases, and files downloaded to personal computers. This

chapter gives an example of how ALPHA can solve complete

problems using multiple databases. Sect. A.I defines the

problem, and Sect. A.2 describes the solution.

A.I D E F I N I T I O N

The problem in this chapter is a typical question asked

by managers: "What uncommitted funds do I have available?"

Specifically, assume that you are the manager of project

XYZ, funded under field task proposal/authorization (FT) 127

of budget request (BR) activity AFI000300. Remaining fixed

cost_ (FC) include staff, utilities, and overhead. Further

assume that with no major changes in the staff and

utilities, their cost can be estimated from the Operating

Report (3057A). You are 4 months into the fiscal year.

Expressed in equation form, the question becomes:

UF = BO - CTD - UC - FC (i)

where

UF = Uncommitted funds

BO = Budget obligation
CTD = Cost to date

UC = Uncosted commitments (UC = UCD + UCS; UCD

consist of direct purchases and UCS of

subcontracts)

FC = Projected fixed costs

Uncosted commitments (UC) represent commitments made but not

yet costed, such as a recent order for outside procurement

or an in-progress subcontract.

As with mos questions of this nature, finding the

answer using ALrHA is relatively simple. Several obstacles,

however, prevent a straightforward solution. First, FC is

not available in a database and must be estimated. Second,

the other data necessary to answer the question do not exist

in a single database. The data needed are available,

however, ar can be calculated from avail_ble data.
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A.2 S O L U T I O N

The user must now choose a "view" of the data that _akes
sense. No official financial database exists that kee_s this
kind of information at the BR and FT level. However, bo_h
budget and cost are collected at the account level; you
should be aware that not all accounts may yet have cost (no
cost record may yet exist for a given account) and the BR/FT
and AC relationship is enforced at the account master level.
The user, then, should choose to "view" the problem at the
account level through the account master database.

The input (shown here in uppercase) to ALPHA that
provides the solution to this problem is shown below in
Exhibit A.1. (NOTE: All input before <Enter> should be on
one line; input lines represented in Exhibit A.1 as wrapping
to a second (carryover) will not do so in ALPHA.) The
example uses test databases, as indicated by their .TST
extensions (e.g, ACMSTR.TST and MMIS.TST on the VAX computer
and ACCMEM.TST and MMIS.TST on the PDP-10 computer); an
actual case would use databases without the .TST extensions

(see Sect. A.2.1 for further information on the databases).

The following subsections provide an explanation of the
logic leading to the solution. Section A.2.1 describes the
databases required to answer the problem, and Sect. A.2.2
provides a list of the annotated commands.

A.2.1 D a t a b a s • s

This example requires the use of several management
information system databases, which are described in
Table A.1. If you would like to work through the problem
from your own terminal or terminal emulator, follow the
example.
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EXHIBIT A.I. Example ALPHA Command Stream
mind

<Database> ACMSTR.TST<Enter>
<Command> SELECT<Enter>
<Select> BR = AFI000300 AND FT EQ 001,27 EN<Enter>
<Command> SORT<Enter>
<Sort>

[Primary] AC <Enter>
[Secondary] EN<Enter>

<Command> JOIN<Enter>
<Join> By Which Attribute? AC<Enter>
<Join> To Which <Database> ORISX.TST<Enter>

Relationship: 11<Enter>
<Command> JOIN AC MMIS.TST<Enter>

Relationship: lM<Enter>
<Command> JOIN AC SUBCON.TST<Enter>

Relationship: lM<Enter>
<Command> REPORT<Enter>

<Report> FILE<Enter>
[File] DATABASE<Enter>

Data: AT<Enter>
Attribute name: BR FT AC BO N7 7 N8 7 N40 7 N41 7

N51 7 UC ES CFY EN<Enter>
Fi!_name : NEWNAME<Enter>

<Report> EN<Enter>
<Command> DATABASE<Enter>
<Database> NEWNAME<Enter>
<Command> REPORT<Enter>

<Report> CREATE<Enter>
Output Device: HA<Enter>
[Create] DE TO<Enter>

[Create] EQUATION<Enter>
Equation i: UC + ES - CFY EN<Enter>
Equation 2: (N7_7 + N8 7 + N40_7 + N41 7) * 8 / 4

EN<Enter>

Equation 3: BO - N51 7 - #1 - #2 EN<Enter>
Equation 4: EN<Enter>
[Create] TITLE<Enter>
Title: "Schedule of Uncommitted Funds" EN<Enter>

[Create] FIELD<Enter>
Field: AC BO N51 7 "Net Cost" #3 "Uncommitted" EN<Enter>

m_m mmmm
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Because the example was designed for a previous edition
of the manual, it was based on databases available at the

time: PDP-10 (System 30) data in the ORNL Information Center

(ORNL/IC). Nonetheless the example is still a valid

illustration of the use of multiple databases in the

solution of information problems. (NOTE: In the single-site

ORNL/IC all subcontracts are included in the SUBCON

(Subcontract) database; subcontracts are removed from MMIS

(Materials Management Information System) database. The

4-site Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., Information

Center (MMES/IC) has no real (only a test) SUBCON; and MMIS

contains subcontracts). Other real commitments exist that

are not picked up by MMIS or SUBCON, and a new database is

under development that will contain them.

m_ _m

TABLE A.I. Databases Used To Solve Example Problem

Function in solution

Database Description to the problem

ACMTST Account Master To obtain the budget

obligation (BO) and
accounts related

to BR-FT*in question

ORISTST Operating Cost To obtain the fiscal

year cost to date

(CTD) and to estimate
future fixed costs

MMISTST Materials Management To obtain the value

Information System of outstanding
commitments for direct

purchases (UCD)

SUBTST** Subcontract To obtain the value

of outstanding
subcontract

commitments (UCS)

*BR-FT = field task proposal/authorization (FT)

127 of budget request (BR)
**SUBCON is a discrete database in O_,L

Information Center (IC); SUBTST is only a test database

in Energy Systems IC, which includes subcontracts

within its 4-plant MMIS.

@
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A.2.2 Commands

Basically four ALPHA commands allow you to manipulate
the information in these databases. In addition to Select

(SE) and Sort (SO), the ALPHA commands that help to find the
answer are Join (JO) and Report (RE). With Join, ALPHA can

logically link the databases so you can directly compute the
answer, using the one-to-many (IM) function of Join,
available only in the File option of the Report command, you
can create a temporary database (NEWNAME in the example) to
combine records. Finally, use Report to perform any
necessary calculations and generate the report. (NOTE: The
commands to generate this report are repeated and annotated

" in Sect. A.2.3 from a user-response point of view.)

A.2.2.1 Select (SE)

The first command that will help with the problem is
Select. using ACMSTR, access the budget obligation amount
[BO in Eq. 1 (UF = BO - CTD - UC - FC)]. The attributes of
interest are listed below.

Attribute Data Description

AC Account number (logical link attribute)
BR Budget reporting number (selection

attribute)
FT Field task proposal (selection attribute)
BO Budget obligation amount

The Accounting System is based on the account number
(AC); you must find all the account numbers that belong to
project XYZ. Use the Select command to select records having
account numbers of interest in the current database (here,

ACMSTR, by using the budget reporting number (BR) and the
field task proposal (FT) as the selection attributes:

<Select> BR = AFIO00300 AND FT EQ 00127 EN<Enter>

WS now contains all the account numbers related to

project XYZ (i.e., having the BR-FT combination specified).
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A.2.2.2 Bort (BO)

Next, use the Sort command to order the resulting WS by
account number (AC) :

<Sort> , , ,,
[Primary] <_ i .AC ,._nt_r_

[Secondary ] EN:<i!_!',n_ier>_,_ ,I _, ,

<Command> _' [ 111_'i_'4 ' k ' _,_ i

A.2.2.3 Join (JO)

The Join command provides access to the three other
databases with information that bear on the problem. It
allows you to logically link the selected account numbers
(with Join) using the attribute AC (account number).

Use ORISX to access the cost to date (CTD) and to
estimate the future fixed cost [FC = (N7_7 + N8_7 + N40_7 +
N41 7) * 8 (remaining months) / 4 (actual months)]. ORISX is
structured like the Operating Report (3057A). ORISX
attribute names are derived from their location on the

Operating Report: @

Nn = line number (n), which relates to the
type of cost

c = column number, which relates to the accounting
period (7 = cost to date)

The attributes listed below are required to calculate
FC [FC = (N7_7 + N8 7 + N40 7 + N41 7) * 8 (remaining
months) / 4 (actual months)].

Attribute Data Description

AC Account number (logical link attribute)
N7 7 Net labor costs to date

N8 7 Company plans and benefits costs to date
N40_7 Utilities, purchased power (exempt)

costs to date /
N41 7 Utilities (other) costs to date!
N51 7 Net operating costs tr, date
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To use the Join command to access ORISX, type the

following (specifying the one-to-one relationship: ii).

<Command> JOIN<Enter><

<Join> By Which Attribute? AC<Enter> .
<Join> To Which <Database> ORISX.TST<Enter>

Relationship: ll<Enter>

AC is used to join the databases because it is the

common attribute in most -- and, in this case, all --

financial databases. This link will select only those

records having the ACs of interest. Therefore BR and FT are

no longer needed as a search parameter. The joined WS

contains logically linked records that satisfy the selection

and linking values. That is, WS contains records satisfying
the selection criteria (BR-FT) that are logically linked to

other data in the joined databases via a common thread: AC. +

From MMIS, you obtain the amount of all uncosted

commitments relating to direct procurements. The following

data come from MMIS (UCD = UC).

Attribute Data Description

AC Account number (logical link attribute)

UC Amount of uncosted commitments

Using SUBCON, access the following data relating to

subcontract commitments (UCS = ES - CFY).

Attribute Data Description

AC Account number (logical link attribute)

CFY Amount the task has been costed for the

current fiscal year.

ES Amount the task is estimated to be

+ costed during the current fiscal year

(authorized funding for negotiated
subcontracts)

The commands to join these two databases are listed below

(for efficient input, the Join command is part of each
string, not on a separate line).

<Command> JOIN AC MMIS.TST lM<Enter>

<Command> JOIN AC SUBCON.TST lM<Enter>

+0
i
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You now have linked all the data required for a
solution; but because o_ the l-to-many (i.e.,
account-to-commitments) relationship, the data cannot be
used directly. To build a database that can be used to
calculate the projected cost and generate a report, use the
Report command's File/Database option.

A.2.2.4 Report (RE)

The Report command is the fourth major command
necessary for the example problem. Its File/Database option
allows you to build a usable database, and its Create option
allows you to generate output.

After linking the data with Join, use the File/Database
option to create a new file (here: NEWNAME):

<Command> REPORT<Enter>
<Report> FILE<Enter>
[File] DATABASE<Enter>
Data: AT<Enter>
Attribute name: BR FT AC BO N7 7 N8 7 N40 7 N41 7

NS1 7 UC ES CFY EN<Enter>
Filename: NEWNAME<En_er>

ALPHA requires creation of a temporary database to
handle, by summing, the IM relationship among the account
structure (ACMSTR), the cost (ORISX), and the commitment
databases (MMIS and SUBCON). This step combines data from
all of these databases and generates a new record for each
account in working subset (WS) -- for the specified BR-FT.
These records are then ic_aded into a new database called

NEWNAME. (NOTE: IC long-term development plans include the
processing of lM joined databases which would eliminate the
need to create the database, NEWNAME, of summed (M)
attributes.)

After you have created the ne_ temporary database, use
the End command to exit Report, and call up your new
database with the Database command:

Filename: NEWNAME<Enter>

<Report> EN<Enter>
<Command> DATABASE<Enter>
<Database> NEWNAME<Enter>

You are now ready to generate some output in the form
of an ad hoc report (Create option) and to see the results,
with no screen breaks (Hardcopy option).
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<Comm_nd> REPORT<Enter>

<Report> CREATE<Enter>
Output Device: HA<Enter>

[Create]

Then use the Detail/Total option to include the account and

project totals:

[create] DETAIL TOTAL<Enter>

Some of the information required must be calculated as

shown in Eqn. i:

UF = BO - CTD - UC - FC (uncosted commitments)

UF = (CTD + FC) - UC (rearranging)
UF = BO - (N51_7 + #2) - #i (substituting)

where

Eqns. 1 (#i) and 2 (#2) are the result of substitution.

As input commands, the calculations for these parts are
three distinct equations. Use the Create/Equation option to
enter each:

[Create] Equation<Enter>
Equation i: UC + ES - CFY EN<Enter> (uncosted

commitments)

Equation 2: (N7_7 + N8 7 + N40 7 + N41 7) * 8 / 4

(future fixed cost7 EN<Enter>
Equation 3: BO - N51_7 - #I - #2 EN<Enter> (uncommited

funds

Equation 4: EN<Enter>

The final two Report options that you use here are

Create/Title and Create/Field. With the Title option, you
can enter up to 3 lines (50 characters each) for a report
title. Enclose each line within double quotation marks:

Equation 4: EN<Enter>
[Create] TITLE<Enter>
Title: "Schedule of Uncommitted Funds" EN<Enter>

[Create]

Then using the Field option, list the columns to output:

[Create] FIELD<Enter>
Field: AC BO N51 7 "Net Cost" #3 "Uncommitted"

EN<Enter>

The result is a report with the amount of the remaining
uncommitted funds for each account and the project total.
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k.2.3 knnotated Command Stream

Below is another listing of the ALPHA command stream
used to attain the answer. It uses more abbreviations and
string input than the commands in Exhibit A.I. This time,
explanations about what is happening as a result of the
command are included --preceded and followed by bars (I I).

<Database> ACMSTR.TST<Enter>

Open ACMSTR as master database to which 1
i 0 O"

all subsequent "]olns' are attached. I

<Command> SE DR = AFI000300 AND FT EQ 00127 EN<Enter>

Select (SE) only records in ACMSTR having
BR = AFI0000300 and FT = 00127. This gives
the ACs that belong to that group, thus
creating a WS containing ACs of interest
(i.e., project XYZ); all subsequent joined
records are logically selected using this
rule (i.e., records having AC contained WS).
This defines the ACs related to project XX3
and will provide the associated budgets.

<Command> SO AC EN<Enter>

Sort (SO) WS on attribute AC. All subsequent
joined records are arranged within WS using
this sorted order based on AC.

<Command> JO AC ORISX.TST ll<Enter>

Use the Join (JO) command and the attribute
AC to link, logically, to corresponding
records in the ORISX database to the primary
(ACMSTR.TST) database. Specify a join under a
one-to-one relationship (with the same AC) so
WS contains matching records from ACMSTR
ORISX. The data are needed to obtain the cost
to date and to estimate future fixed cost.

<Command> JOIN AC MMIS.TST lM<Enter>

Join MMIS records meeting seletion criteria
AC in the prescribed sorted order (working
subset now contains records from ACMSTR,
ORISX, and MMIS logically linked using the
one-to-many relationship). MMIS will provide
the uncosted commitments for direct purchases.
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<Command> JOIN AC SUBCON.TST iM<Enter>

Join SUBCON records meeting the selected
criteria AC in the prescribed sorted order

(working subset now contains records from
ACMSTR, ORISX, MMIS, and SUBCON, which are
logically linked using AC. SUBCON is joined
using a one-to-many relationship). SUBCON
will provide the uncosted commitments related
to subcontracts.

<Command> RE FI DB AT BR FT AC BO N7_7 N8_7 N40_7 N41_7
N51 7 UC ES CFY END NEWNAME<Enter>

Use the Report (RE) File (FI) option to
create a System 1032 database (DB) file
using attributes (AT) in the working subset
(BR, FT, AC, BO, N7 7, N8 7, N40 7, N41 7
N51 7 US ES CFY), which consists-of records
from the joined databases. The new file,
NEWNAME, is created to consolidate the "many"
records into one record in a database for

reporting purposes. This step is required
because Reports' create option cannot process
a I-M relationship of the joined databases.

<Report> EN<Enter>

I Return to Command level. 1

<Command> DB NEWNAME<Enter>
. Use the Database (DB) command to open the I
Itemporary reporting database NEWNAME. i

<Command> RE CR HA DE TO EQ<Enter>

Use the Report (RE) Create (CR)option to
create an ad hoc report formatted as hardcopy
(HA) output that contains the solution to the
problem. In this case, choose the Detail (DE)
option; request that totals (TO) be printed
for all numeric report fields. Use the

Equation (EQ) suboption to prompt for
calculations.

Equation i: UC + ES - CFY EN<Enter>

Use the Equation suboption to calculate the I
uncosted commitments (UCD + UCS). l
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Equation 2: (N7_7 + N8_7 + N40_7 + N41_7) * 8 / 4 EN<Enter>

Calculate the projected fixed cost (FC) forthe remaining 8 months.

Equation 3: BO - N51_7 - #I - #2 EN<Enter>

i Calculate the uncommitted funds (UF). I

Equation 4: EN<Enter>

I End (EN) Equati°n definiti°n and returnt°[create] prompt. 1

[Create] TI "Schedule of Uncommitted Funds" EN<Enter>

I Create Title (TI) for the report (input in I

I upper- and lowercase) . I

[Create] FI AC BO N51_7 "Net Cost,' #3 "Uncommitted"
EN <Enter>

Use the Field (FI) suboption of Create to

specify attributes to output; designate

attributes, equations, column headings

contained in the report.

m_u

Schedule of Uncommitted Funds

AC BO Net Cost Uncommitted
mmmmmm,mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm_mm#mm

31010000 735000.00 1621.00 714060.00

31360000 1745000.00 158285.00 1263371.00

31420000 5422000.00 1112936.00 2857015.00

31540000 753000.00 204553.00 548447.00

31550000 150000.00 .00 150000.00

31420005 435000.00 .00 435000.00

9240000.00 1477395.00 5967893 •00

ALPHA displays the report to the screenper the earlier request for HA output.

<Report> QUIT<Enter>

I Exit to the operating system. I



APPENDIX B:

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ASCII (American Standard Code for Information
I--nterchange). Character-numbering system. It assigns number
values to alpha characters, numeric characters, punctuation
marks, and control codes (e.g., tab). A computer file
composed only of characters with an ASCII value of 128 or
lower is an uncoded, flat, "low-bit" file portable across
many machines.

ATTRIBUTE (or"field"). Variable that represents the
s--mallest unit of data in a data record: a "value." Each
record in the database can have a different value for a

Specific attribute. The attribute and its value are used to
define a working subset.

.COM. File that executes batch commands (Digital
_uipment Corporation VAX computer counterpart of the DEC
PDP-10 FILENAME.MIC file).

CONSTANT. Value of an attribute or a number input by the
user. lt does not change for all the records proces:'ed
(e.g., in an equation or in a comparison of a selection).

CONTROL FILES. Files used by ALPHA to control or alter
t--heway it processes input requests. ALP}_ uses a number of
control files to control or alter the way it processes input
requests. First it searches the user's mainframe area for an
index file with a filecode (user index filename, pointing to
the full path location) that matches user input. If ALPHA
does not find an index file or a filecode that matches, it
searches in the Information Center Index. If it finds the

code, it reads the file specification described there and
opens the database. If the preceding fails, ALPHA once again
checks the user's current directory for a filename and
extension. ALPHA uses the first occurrence of a file.

.DMD FILE. File (dbname. DMD) describing the data
c-ontained in the database. Every System 1022 and System 1032
database has one, and initialization of the database using
System 1022 or System 1032 loads it into the database.
Usually after the data description file has been loaded, the

_ external DBNAME.DMD file is no longer used.

81
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EXTENSION. Last part of a complete filename used to
_entify a specific file within a family of files; it
usually consists of a period and up to three characters
(e.g., ".DAT" can indicate a data file)

I

FIELD. See "Attribute."

FILE SPECIFICATION. Address of a unique file, usually
l--ocated on a disk, containing data records that can be used
for input or output; composed of 50 or fewer characters. Its
form on a PDP-10 (TM) computer is
DEV:FILENAME.EXT[PPN,SFD] -- where DEV = device (usually
associated with a disk unit, such as DSKY); filename = name
of the file; .EXT = extension or version of the filename;
ppn = project-programmer number or user ID; SFD = subfile
directory containing the file. On a VAX com_,uter (VMS
orientation), its form is DEV:[UID,SFD]FILENAME.EXT.

HOTNEWS. online notice from the Business Systems
I--nformation Center providing the latest program information
on ALPHA and other databases.

KEYED ATTRIBUTE. Attribute with a special table within a
d-atabase that is referenced on all lookups involving that
attribute. Thus searching data records for keyed attributes
is much faster than searching for unkeyed.

LOGICAL OPERATOR. Word (e.g., AND) or symbol that defines
t--herelationship between two conditions used to define a
subset.

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM (MIS). Particular
c--ombination of people, procedures, and equipment that
gather, manipulate, and present information to be used by
management personnel in planning and controlling an
enterprise. The term is often used to refer to a set of
computer programs used to perform these tasks.

MATHEMATICAL OPERATOR. A mathematical function that

_-ndicates the relationship of elements in an equation. ALPHA

/ recognizes four AOs: + (addition), - (subtraction), *
(multiplication), and / (division) (order of precedence is
• , /, (+ or -); ALPHA evaluates parentheses first).

-- .MIC (maco-interpreted command) FILE. File that allows a
batch file to be run as an online job with the input taken
from the .MIC file rather than a terminal.
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MONITOR. Pro_rum that oversees and directs all activity
o--na computer system; identified by the dollar ($) prompt on
the VAX computers and by the period (.) prompt on the PDP-10
computer.

OPTION. Any input choice or selection available at a
local prompt.

OUTPUT. All information retrieved from a computer; it may
_nsist of report_, files, or databases. See "Output
Device."

OUTPUT DEVICE. Where (disk, printer, or computer screen)
d--ataare written or viewed.

PC-Interface. Menu-based communications program available
from the Business Systems Information Center that runs on a
DOS-based personal computer. It (1) links the PC with the
mainframe computer and (2) establishes a unique entree to
ALPHA by converting menu selections resident on the PC to
ALPHA commands that manage data resident on the mainframe.

PPN (project-programmer number). Number that identifies a
PDP-10 computer user by the disk location (usually called
the "working _rea") that he or she is authorized to use. The
number is also a part of a file specification used to
identify a file location (e.g., [4241,23]).

PROMPT. (1) Character(s) displayed on a computer screen
requesting input (e.g., <Select>) .

PROMPT-BY-PROMPT INPUT. Mode of entering information into
" a computer one response at a time -- that is, one response

for each one prompt (program request for input).

QUERY PACKAGE. Module used to obtain information from a
database.

RECORD. Collection of related attributes stored as a
s--_ngle unit in a computer; a collection of records
constitute a subset.

RELATIONAL OPERATOR. Symbol or code that defines the
relationship between an attribute and a value or another
attribute

............................................. l]llililillilllIIIll ..........................
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RESERVED WORDS. Character string with prescribed meaning

t-_ an application (and thus reserved to it). Any time a user
inputs the string for a purpose other than that assumed by
the application, he or she must indicate the distinction to
the application (for example, by enclosing the string in
double quotation marks).

SUBSET. Group of records in database having a defined set
o-_ common characteristics (i.e., the same selection
criteria); ALPHA uses three types of subsets to process
information: working subset, selection group, and saveset.

VALUE. Number or text assigned to an attribute (field);
i--tis the smallest unit of data in a data record. Each
record in a database can have a different value for a

specific attribute (e.g., Record i: attribute=DI, value=73;
Record 2: attribute=DI, value=Xlg).

®
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C. ABBREVIATED FORMS

C.l A C R O N Y M S

ASCII ........ American Standard Code for Information
Interchange

CRT .......... cathode ray tube (monitor; screen)
DIF .......... data interchange format
IC .......... Business Systems Information Center
MIS .......... management information system
PPN .......... project-programmer number
SG ........... selection group
SS ........... saveset (stored subset)
UID .......... 3-character user identification

WS ........... working subset

C.2 A B B R E V I A T I O N C O N V E N T I O N S
(U S E R - S P E C I F I E D I N P U T)

Arg .......... argument
Att .......... attribute

Cond ......... condition _(selection criteria)
e DEV .......... device (disk)

EXT .......... filename extension

LO ........... logical operator (AND, OR, XOR, and EQV)
RO ........... relational operator*
Sys .......... system or program
Value ........ attribute value

* Relational operators are BEG, begins with; BET,
between; CT, contains; EQ, equal to; GE, greater than or
equal to; GT, greater than; LE, less than or equal to; LT,
less than; MAT, value (text) matches a template; NBEG, does
not begin with; NBET, not between; CT, does not contain;
NE, not equal to; NMAT, value does not match a template

8s
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C.3 S H O R T F O R M S ( C O M M A N D S
AND OPT I _NS )

ii ........... one to one (Sect. 4.4)

lM ........... one to many (Sect. 4.4)

....AB ...... (..... ABORT Sect. 4.8.6

AF ........... AFTER (Sect. 4.8.3)

AL ........... ALL (Sect. 4.2.3.1)

AT ........... ATTRIBUTE (Sect. 3.1.2.2)
ATTR .. ....... short names of attributes in current

database (Sect. 3.1.2.1)

ATT?? ........ short and long names of attributes in current

database (Sect. 3.1.2.1)

BA ........... BATCH (Sect. 4.8)

CA ........... CANNED (Sect. 4.5.2)

CH ........... CHARacters per line (Sect. 4.5.3.3.2)

CL ......... .. CLEAR (Sect. 4.2.3.2, 4.5.3.1.5.3)

CO ........... COMBINE (Sect. 4.2.3.6)

COPY (Sect. 4.7.3.1)

COUNT (Sect. 4.5.3.1.4)

CR ........... CANNED report (Sect. 4.7. I)

CREATE (Sect. 4.5.3)

CRT ... ....... CRT (Sect. 4.5)

DB ........... DATABASE (Sect. 4. I)

DE ........... DELETE (Sect. 4.5)

DETAIL (Sect. 4.5.3.1.i)

DI ........... DICTIONARY (Sect. 4.7.2)

DISK (Sect. 4.5)

DO ........... DOCUMENT (Sect. 4.7)

DU ........... DUMP (Sect. 4.5.1)

EN ........... END (Sect. 3.2.1, 4.8.5)

EQ ........... EQUATION (Sect. 4.5.3.1.5)

EX ........... EXAMPLE (Sect. 4.7.1.4)

FF ........... FORMFEED (Sect. 5.2)

FI ........... FIELD (Sect. 4.5.3.1.6)

FILE (Sect. 4.5.4)

FIX (Sect. 4.2.3.3)

HA ........... _LKLT (Sect. 3.2.2)

_%RDCOPY (Sect. 4. _)

HE ........... HELP (Sect. 3.1.2)

JO ........... JOIN (Sect. 4.4)

LA ........... I2_BEL (Sect. 4.5.3.2.2)

LAST (Sect. 4.2.2.1)

LI ........... LINES (Sect. 4.5.3•3.2)

LI ST (Sect. 4.7.1.5)

LO ........... LONG name (Sect. 4.5.1, 4.5.3.2.2)

LM ..... : ..... left margin (Sect. 4.5.3.3.1)

M1 ........... many to one (Sect. 4.4)

MA ........... MANUAL (Sect. 4.7.3)

MM ........... many to many (Sect. 4.4)
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O
QU ........... QUIT (Sect. 3.2.3)

PD ........... print and delete (4.5)

PS ........... print and save (4.5)

RE ........... REPLACE (Sect. 4.2.3.5)

REPORT (Sect. 4.5)

RM ........... right margin (Sect. 4.5.3.3.1)

SA ........... SAVE (Sect. _4.2.3.4, 4.5)

SE ........... SELECT (Sect. 4.2)

SH ........... SHORT name (Sect. 4.5.1, 4.5.3.2.2)

SHOW (Sect. 4.5.3.2.3, 4.8.1, 4.5.3.1.5.1)

SO ........... SORT (Sect. 4.3)

ST ........... STATS (Sect. 4.6)

STRUCTURE (Sect. 4.7.1.6)

SU ........... SUBMIT (Sect. 4.8.2)

SUBTOTAL (Sect. 4.5.3.1.2)

TI ........... TIME (Sect. 4.8.4)

TITLE (Sect. 4.5.3.2.1)b

TM ........... top margin (4.5.3.3.1)

TO ........... TOTAL (Sect. 4.5.3.1.3)

TY ........... TYPE (Sect. 4.2.2.2)

VALUE ........ VALUE (Sect. 4.2.2.3)

WH ........... WHICH (Sect. 4.7.2.3)

WI ........... WIDTH (Sect. 5.1)

NOTE: Abbreviations are valid (i) short forms for

spelled-out (here, uppercase) forms of commands and options

or (2) commands themselves for described functions (here,
lowercase) .
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D. INDEX

Abort (Batch) 4.8, 4.8.6

Accessing
ALPHA 2.1

Databases I.i, 4.1, 3.1.i

Addition -- See also Summing

Mathematical operator 4.5.3. i. 5

After (Batch) 4.8.3

All Option
Of Select 4.2.3.1

Of Type 4.2.2.2
Of File 4.5.4

And -- See Logical Operator

Arithmetic Operator -- See Mathematical Operator

Ascend (Sort) 4.3

ASCII output 4.5.4

Attribute -- See also Value

Common (with Join) 4.4

Grouping 4.2. i. 7.2

Keyed 3. i. 2.2
With Join 4.4

With Value 4.2.2.3

Name, short and long 4.5.1, 4.5.3.2.2

Option of Document

Canned Report 4.7.1.I

Dictionary 4.7.2.1

Subtotal (attributes in) 4.5.3.1.2

BATCH 4.8

Begin (BEG) -- See Relational Operator

Between (BET) -- See Relational Operator

Brackets

Opt.ion of Equation (subtotals/totals) 4.5.3.1.5.2

option of Field 4.5.3.1.6, 4.5.3.1.6.3

89
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Calculated sums 4.5.3.1.5.2

Canned (Preformatted) Report
Attributes in 4.7.1.1

Databases with canned reports 4.7.1.3, 4.7.1.5

Example 4.7.1.4
Information on 4.7.1, 4.7.1.2, 4.7.1.5

Option of Report 4.5.2,

Option of Document 4.7.1
Structure 4.7.1.6

Characters

Number per line 4.5.3.3.2

Special input 4.2.1.7
Wild 4.2.1.7.1

Clear Option
Of Select 4.2.3.2

Of Sort 4.3

Of Report/Equation 4.5.3.1.5.3

Column

Content 4.5.3.1.6, 4.5.3.1.6_i

Label (heading) 4.5.3.1.6.2, 4.5.3.2.2

Width 4.5.3 item 5, 4.5.3.1.6.1

Combine (Select) 4.2.3.6

Combining Databases -- See Join

Complete (Document/Canned Report) 4.7.1.2

Condition

Defined (selection criteria) 4.2.1.1

Linked with relational operators 4.2.1.2

Sequence 4.Z.1.5

Constants (Equation) 4.5.3.1.5

Contains (CT) -- See Relational Operator

Count (records in total/subtotal) 4.5.3.1.4
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CREATE (Ad Hoc) Report

option of Report 4.5.3

Options
Field (columns) 4.5.3.1.6
Headers

Title 4.5.3.2.1

Label(heading) 4.5.3.2.2
Lines and columns 4.5.3.1

Count 4.5.3.1.4

Detail 4.5.3.1.1

Equation 4.5.3.1.5
Subtotal 4.5.3.1.2

Total 4.5.3.1.3

Margins 4.5.3.3.1

Page setup 4.5.3.3

Show (view) records 4.5.3.2.3

CRT

Option of Report 4.5 item i, 4.5.1
Control over column width 5.1

Data

Option of Report/Create/File 4.5.4

Type -- See Decimal, Integer, Real, Text

Database

Changing 4.1

Option of Documentation
Canned Report 4.7.1.3,

Dictionary 4.7.2.2
Manual 4.7.3.2

General command 4.1

Information on specific databases 3.1.2.2

Join option 4.4

Opening (selecting) 4.1

Report (File) option 4.5.4

Data Dictionary -- See Dictionary

Date (Attribute) 4.5.3.1.6.3

Decimal Data (Equation) 4.5.3.1.5, 4.5.3.1.6.3

Defaults 2.2.1

Defining a Subset 4.2.1

Descend (Sort) 4.3
f
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Detail (Line-by-Line) Output 4.5.3.1.1

Device (See Output)

Dictionary

Attribute option 4.7.2.1

Database option 4.7.2.2

DIF Format 4.5.4

Disk 4.5 item 3, 4.5.4

Division

Attribute 4.2.2.3

Mathematical operator 4.5.3.1.5

DMD File 4.5.4

Documentation

Data dictionary 4.7.2
Documentation command 4.7

On canned reports 4o7.1
Online manuals 1.2, 4.7.3

Dollar Sign ($)
Command indicator 2.2.1

System prompt 2.1, 5.1 _

System 1032 commands 4.2.2.2

Option of Create/Field 4.5.3.1.6

Dump (Report) 4.5.1

END

Option of Batch 4.8.5
General command 3.2.1

Equal (EQ) -- See Relational Operator

Equation

Option of Create 4.5.3.1.5

Clear option 4.5.3.1.5.3

Show option 4.5.3.1.5ol

Equivalent (EQV) -- See Logical Operator

Example (of Canned Report) 4.7.1.4

EXIT -_- See QUIT

Exponent 4.5.3.1.5 O
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Field

option of Create 4.5.3.1.6

Specifying 4.5.3.1.6

File

Name 4.1, 4.5 -- See also Specification

Option of Report 4.5.4

Fix 4.2.3.3

Format

File formats 4.5.3

option of Report/Create 4.5.4

Page setup 4.5.3.3

Form Feed 5.2

Greater Than (GT) -- See Relational Operator

Greater Than or Equal To (GE) -- See Relational Operator

Grouping
Attributes 4.2.1.7.2

With parentheses 4.2.1.6, 4.2.1.6.1

With Combine/Fix 4.2.1.6.2

HALT Command 3.2.2

Hardcopy command

Option of Report 4.5 item 2, 4.5.1

HELP

Context-Sensitive 3.1.1 -- See Question Mark(s)

Global/user-specified
HELP Arg 3.1.2.1

HELP Argl Arg2 3.1.2.2

Input
Method

Prompt by prompt 2.2.2.1

String 2.2.2.2

Type 2.2.1

Integer
Attribute 4.4, 4.5.3.1.3, 4.5.3.1.6.3

Constant 4.5.3,.1.5

System 1032 command 4.2.2.2

Interface, Menu-Driven i.i
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JOIN Command (Linking Databases) 4.4

Keyed attribute
With Join 4.4
With Value 4.2.2.3

Label, Column _
Specifying 4.5.3.1.6.2
Option of Create 4.5.3.2.2

Last (Record Count)
Option of Select 4.2.2.1

Less Than (LT) -- See Relational Operator

Less Than or Equal To (LE) -- See "Relational Operator

Li_,es

Option of Create 4.5.3.1
Detail 4.5.3.1.1

Number per page 4.5.3.3.2
Subtotal 4.5.3,1.2
Total 4.5.3.1.3

Wrapping 4.5.3.1.6.1

List

Option of Documentation
Canned Report 4.7.1.5
Manual 4.7.3.3

Of attributes 4.2.2.2

Of canned reports 4.7.1.5
Of manuals 4.7.3.3
Of records

In subtotal/total 4.5.3.1.4
In working subset 4.2.2.1

Of values 4.2.2,2
Of value occurrences 4.2.2.3

Logical Operator
Defined 4.2.1.3
Determiner of source records 4.2.1.4.2

Long name (attribute)
Option of Dump 4.5.1
Option of Label 4.5.3.2.2

Lotus 1-2-3 4.5.4
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Manua i (s )
List of 4.7.3.3

online documentation 1.1

Option of Document 4.7.3

Copy option 4.7.3.1 59
Database option 4.7.3.2

List option 4.7.3.3

Margin 4.5.3.3, 4.5.3.3.1

Match (MATCH) -- See Relational Operator
With wild characters 4.2.1.7.1

Mathematical Operator 4.5.3.1.5

Monitor -- See CRT

Multiply (mathematical operator) 4.5.3.1.5

Not Beginning (NBEG) -- See Relational Operator

Not Between (NBET) -- See Relational Operator

Not Containing (NCT) -- See Relational Operator _

Not Equal (NE) -- See Relational Operator

Not ("Does Not") Match (NMAT) -- See Relational Operator
With wild characters 4.2.1.7.1

None

No records 4.2.3.1

Option of Label 4.5.3.2.2

Numbers -- See Integers, Decimals, and Exponents

Number sign (#)

Equation number 4.5.3.1.5, 4.5.3.1.6
Wild character 4.2.1.7

One, Not Both (XOR) -- See Logical Operator

One-to-One (II) Correspondence--See Join

One-to-Many (lM) Corres',ondence--See Join

OR -- See Logical Operator
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Output
Device

Type 4.5
Relation to column width 4.5.3.1.6

Subtotal/Total control 4.5.3.1.6.3

Page Setup 4.5.3.3

Parentheses (Grouping) 4.2.1.6, 4.2.3.1, 4.5.3.1.5

Preformatted Report -- See Canned Report

Print -- See Ouput and Report

Prompt 4

Prompt-by-prompt Input 2.2.2.1

Pound Sign -- See Number Sign

Question Mark (s)

As special character 4.2.1.7.2
For context-sensitive Help 3, 3. i. 1

QUIT 2.1, 3.2.3
i

Quotation Marks

Column label 4.5.3.1.6, 4.5.3.1.6.2
Saveset identification 4.2.3.4

Text attribute 2.2.1, 4.2.1.7.2

Title 4.5.3.2.1

Real numbers

Totals 4.5.3. i. 2

Records

Displaying number

After subtotal/total 4.5.3.1.4
In Select 4.2.2.2

Selecting 4.2

Relational Operator

Linking conditions 4.2.1.2

Replace (Select) 4.2.3.5

REPORT 4.5

Restore

Records to working subset 4.2.3.1
Records to working subset and Selection group 4.2.3.2
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Save (Option)

Batch (End) 4.8.5

Report/Disk 4.5 item 3

Select option 4.2.3.4

Saveset 4.2.3.4

Screen -- See CRT

SELECT 4.2

Selection Criteria -- See Condition

Selection Group

Source subset 4.2.1.4, 4.2.1.4.2

Setup, Page 4.5.3.3 -- See also Margins and Characters

Short name (attribute)

Option of Dump 4.5.1

Option of Label 4.5.3.2.2

Show

Q Option of Batch option 4.8.1Option of Create/[Equation] 4.5.3.1.5.1
Option of Create 4.5.3.2.3

• SORT

Ascending or descending order 4.3
Command 4.3

Source Records

As determined by logical operator 4.2.1.4.2

Specification

3.1.2.2, 4.1, 4.5.?, 4.7.1, 4.7.1.2, 4.7.2.3

• STATS 4.6

String, Character

Select argument 3.1.2.1
User identification 4.1

Within parentheses 4.2.1.6

Stringed Input

Purpose 2.2.2, 2.2.2.2

Sequence 4.2.1.5

Structure 4.7.1.6

e
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Submit

Option of Batch 4.8.2

Subset -- See Saveset, Selection Group, Working Subset

Defining 4.2.1

Selecting4.2.1.1

Subtotal

Brackets for 4.5.3.1.5.2

Line 4.5.3.1.2

Output control 4.5.3.1.6.3
'4

Subtract (mathematical operator) 4.5.3.1.5

Summing
Calculated 4.5.3.1.5.2

Summed 4.5.3.1.5.2

Template -- See Canned Report

Terminal -- See CRT

Text Data 2.2.1, 3.1.2.2, 4.2.1.2, 4.2.1.7.1,

4.4, 4.5.3 item 6, 4.5.3.1.6.1 item I, 4..5.3.1.6.3 0

Time (Batch) 4.8.4

Title

Option of Create 4.5.3.2.1

Total

Brackets for 4.5.3.1.5.2

Line 4.5.3.1.3

Option of Select/Type 4.2.2

Output control 4.5.3.1.6.3

With Report/Create 4.5.3

Type
Of aata -- See Data

Option of Select 4.2.2.2

Value(s)
List

Setup parameters 4.8.1
Values by attribute (Type) 4.2.2.2

Unique values and occurrences (Value) 4.2.2.3
Of attribute

Element of Cond (selection criteria)

4.2.1.1, 4.2.1.2 eRange, with wild characters 4.2.1.7.1
i

_J
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Type of value
Numeric 4.5.3. I. 5, 4.6

Text 4.2. i. 7.1

option of Select 4.2, 4.2.2.3
Selecting more than one at a time 4.2.1.7.1
Statistical 4.6

With quotation marks 4.2.2.1

View -- See Show

Which 4.7.2.3

Width

Command 5.1

Of column 4.5.3 _1.6.1

Wild character 4.2.1.7.1

WKS Format 4.5.4

Working Subset
Selecting 4.2. i. 8
Source subset 4.2.1.4.1

XOR (One, Not Both) -- See Logical Operator

''"' '"' i ii,iii ii --
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READER'S COMMENT FORM

Information Center supporters welcome your comments and

suggestions on the quality and usefulness of this manual.

Your input is an important part of the information used for
revisions.

* Is the manual useful to you?

* If so, which parts of the manual are the most useful?

* Whioh parts of the manual are the least useful?

* Did you find any errors?

* Is the information clearly presented?

* Do you need more information? If so, where?

* Do you need more examples? If so, where?

If you find any errors or have any other suggestions for

O improvements, please indicate the topic and page number
below:

Please send your comments to:

Information Center

J. K. Lovin

Jackson Plaza, MS-7610

E-mail: JKL

Telephone: 6-2859

If you would like a reply, please give your name, address,
and telephone number below:

THANK YOU FOR HELPING US IMPROVE OUR DOCUMENTATION.

O i01
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